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PRIVCO MEDIA, LLC.
134 W 26th Street
Floor 4
New York, NY 10001
www.privco.com

Private Companies

Investors

VC Fundings

Private Equity Deals

SALES/LICENSING
T: (212) 645-1686
F: (646) 304-1193
sales@privco.com

M&A Deals

PrivCo is the premier source for business and financial research on major, non-publicly traded corporations,
including family owned, private equity owned, venture backed, and international unlisted companies. Click here to
learn more about the PrivCo Platform.

PrivCo's Private Company Reports include:

Financials & Statistics: Annual Revenues, Employee Counts, Productivity Charts (Excel-ready!)
Detailed Funding and VC Investment Activity with Funding Round breakdowns, deal terms, and analysis
Detailed M&A deal data with FULL deal reports including multiples, deal advisors, and more
Detailed Business Descriptions including key products and services, brands, major milestones, business
strategy, and business model analysis
Competitors and Private and Public Company Comparables (assist in competitive analysis and company
valuations)
Public/Private History (PPH) tables that map go private/go public activity like Leveraged Buyouts and IPO
attempts
Bankruptcy & Restructuring tables with detailed notes and filing-accurate information

There are over 150,000 firms in the U.S. that generate over $10 million in annual revenues yet traditional business
media focuses almost exclusively on the same 15,000 publicly traded companies. By combining the very best
financial analysis, editorial quality review, market research, and our proprietary data technology, PrivCo is
dedicated to producing intelligent, in-depth business and financial research on the other 90% of major
corporations.
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PrivCo Private Company Financial Report

To purchase the most up-to-date version of this report, or for full access to the PrivCo database,
which contains thousands of other PrivCo Private Company Financial Reports, contact
sales@privco.com or call 646-499-4550 to speak with a PrivCo sales representative.

This report contains proprietary research by PrivCo Media, LLC. and is subject to copyright by PrivCo. Use is subject to Terms of Use
and Legal Disclaimers which can be found in full at www.privco.com.
Copying and redistribution is prohibited without permission of the publisher. PrivCo's Private Company Financial Reports are designed
to provide factual information and all information contained in this publication has been gathered from sources deemed reliable but its
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. PrivCo is not a registered investment advisor, and under no circumstances shall any of the information
provided herein be construed as a buy/sell recommendation or investment advice of any kind.
Copyright © 2011 PrivCo Media, LLC. All rights reseerved. PrivCo Private Company Ticker Symbol, PrivCo Industry Classification
System (PICS) codes, and The Private Company Financial Data Authority are all trademarks of PrivCo.
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BUSINESS SUMMARY
Facebook, Inc. is a formerly privately held social networking site built to make it easy for people to share information with
their friends in a trusted environment. By presenting people with information that is relevant to their lives, Facebook has
become a part of many people's daily routine. Facebook membership was originally limited to Harvard students and then
to college students in general, but has since spread worldwide.
Founded in 2004 by a group of Harvard students led by Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook is headquartered in Palo Alto,
California. In January 2011, Facebook raised $1.5 billion, one of the largest amounts of venture capital ever raised by a
private company. The investment was made in part through a special purpose investment vehicle arranged by Goldman
Sachs that allowed the investment firm's wealthy clients based overseas to invest in Facebook alongside investemensts
from Digital Sky, Goldman's private equity funds, and Goldman Sachs itself.
Facebook filed for its much anticipated IPO on February 01, 2012 and went public in May 2012.
According to documents leaked late February 2012, Facebook plans to upgrade its premium ads campaign on February
29th 2012. The new Premium Ads Product will have a larger format and more prominent placement on user profiles. The
new ads boast 40% increase in engagement, 80% more likely to be remembered, and 16% increase in fan rate
culminating in an increase in purchase intent. (See PrivCo's Detailed Business Description for more information on the
Premium Ads upgrade)
Major Sources of Revenue:
Ad sales
Virtual currency sales (Facebook Credits)
Third-party partnerships
Data sharing / analytics
Major Costs:
Recruiting and retaining high-level engineering talent
Servers/technology infrastructure maintenance & expansion
Acquisitions (quite often "acq-hires", or acquiring a company for its talent)
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Company Tags:
Year Founded:
Formerly Named:
Fiscal Year End:
1YR Revenue Growth Rate:
3YR Revenue Growth Rate
(CAGR):
1YR Employee Growth Rate:
3YR Employee Growth Rate
(CAGR):
City:
State/Province:
Postal Code:
Country:
Phone:
Website:

PE Backed
VC Backed
2004
TheFacebook, LLC
12/31
88%
139%

Corporate Organization
Subsidiaries:
Brands:
Founders:

72%
55.6%

fbFund
Facebook Payments, Inc.
Facebook Credits
Facebook Timeline
fbFund REV
Chris Hughes
Dustin Moskovitz
Eduardo Saverin
Mark Zuckerberg

Menlo Park
California
94025
United States
650-543-4800
www.facebook.com
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OWNERSHIP
PrivCo's Ownership table displays who owns Facebook, Inc., including owner name and each type of owner (whether
family, individual, private equity firm, etc.)
Owner Name
Mark Zuckerberg
Facebook Employees
Accel Partners
Dustin Moskovitz
Digital Sky Technologies
Eduardo Saverin
Sean Parker
Foreign Goldman Sachs Clients
Peter Thiel
Greylock Partners
MeriTech Capital Partners
Elevation Partners
Microsoft Corporation
Goldman Sachs Private Equity
Li Ka-Shing
Jim Breyer
Western Technology Investment
Adam D'Angelo
Chris Hughes
Matt Cohler
Jeff Rothschild
Owen Van Natta
T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.
Reid Hoffman
Mark Pincus
Interpublic Group of Companies, Inc.
Samwer Family
General Atlantic LLC
Ezra Callahan
Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield & Byers
(KPCB)
Cameron Winklevoss
Tyler Winklevoss
Divya Narendra
GSV Capital
Secondary Market Investors

Type of Owner
Individual
Employees / Management
Venture Capital
Individual
Private Equity
Individual
Individual
Other
Individual
Venture Capital
Venture Capital
Venture Capital
Corporate
Private Equity
Individual
Individual
Private Equity
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Corporate
Individual
Individual
Corporate
Family
Private Equity
Individual
Private Equity
Individual
Individual
Individual
Venture Capital

% Ownership Stake
28.2%
25%
11.4%
7.6%
5.5%
5%
4%
2.8%
2.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.3%
0.8%
.75%
.5%
.5%
.4%
.4%
.4%
.4%
.4%
.25%
.25%
.25%
.2%
.1%
.1%
.08%
.073%
.022%
.022%
.022%
0.01%

INDUSTRY INFORMATION
Industry Codes
PICS™:
NAICS:
SIC:

PrivCo Industries (Sector > Industry > Sub-Industry)
900319™
516110, 519130
2711, 7375

Internet > Internet Services > Social Media
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The PrivCo Industry Classification System™ (PICS) is our proprietary, modernized industry classification system, geared especially toward privately-held companies and including
newer emerging sub-industries that are not reflected in other outdated industry classification systems, such as SIC and NAICS.

COMPETITORS & COMPARABLES
Competitors
Baidu
Google Inc.
LinkedIn Corporation
Twitter Inc.
Gowalla, Inc.
Myspace LLC
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CHARTS, FINANCIALS, & STATISTICS
Income Statement
2011
Revenues
$3.71 BN
Cost of Goods Sold (Cost $860.00 MM
of Sales)
Selling, General &
$90.00 MM
Administrative Expenses
Marketing/Advertising
$427.00 MM
Expense
Research & Development $388.00 MM
Expense
Operating Income (Loss) $1.76 BN
Net Income (Loss)
$1.00 BN
Advertising Revenues
$3.15 BN
Revenues from Virtual
$557.00 MM
Goods and Other Fees
Total Costs & Expenses $1.76 BN
Balance Sheet
2011
Cash and Cash
$3.91 BN
Equivalents
Total Assets
$6.33 BN
Total Liabilities
$1.43 BN
Stockholders Equity
$4.90 BN
Cash Flow Statement
2011
Cash Flow From
$1.55 BN
Operating Activities
Cash Flow From Investing($3.02 BN)
Activities
Cash Flow From
$1.20 BN
Financing Activities
Total Cash Flow (Net
($273.00 MM)
Change in Cash)
Employee Figures
2011
Total Employees
3,2001
Productivity
$1.16 MM
(Revenue/Employee)
Revenues Breakdown
2011
U.S Media Revenues
$2.07 BN

2010
$1.97 BN
$493.00 MM

2009
$777.00 MM
$223.00 MM

2008
$272.00 MM
$124.00 MM

2007
$153.00 MM
$41.00 MM

2006

2005

2004

$121.00 MM

$280.00 MM

$80.00 MM

$123.00 MM

$184.00 MM

$115.00 MM

$76.00 MM

$32.00 MM

$144.00 MM

$87.00 MM

$47.00 MM

$81.00 MM

$1.03 BN
$606.00 MM
$1.87 BN
$106.00 MM

$262.00 MM
$229.00 MM
$764.00 MM
$13.00 MM

($55.00 MM)
($56.00 MM)

($124.00 MM)
($138.00 MM)

$1.03 BN
2010
$1.79 BN

$262.00 MM
2009
$633.00 MM

$327.00 MM
2008
$297.00 MM

$277.00 MM
2007
$305.00 MM

2006

2005

2004

$2.99 BN
$828.00 MM
$2.16 BN
2010
$698.00 MM

$1.11 BN
$241.00 MM
$868.00 MM
2009
$155.00 MM

$505.00 MM
$170.00 MM
$335.00 MM
2008

$448.00 MM
$174.00 MM
$273.00 MM
2007

2006

2005

2004

($324.00 MM)

($62.00 MM)

$781.00 MM

$243.00 MM

$1.15 BN

$336.00 MM

2010
1,860
$1.06 MM

2009
910
$853,846

2008
850
$320,000

2007
450
$340,000

2006
150

2005
15

2004
7

2010
$1.21 BN

2009
$500.00 MM

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004
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Secondary Market
Trading Activity
Implied Company
Valuation
Share Class
Stock Price
Shares Outstanding2

3/30/12

3/23/2012

3/22/2012

3/21/2012

3/16/2012

3/15/2012

3/14/2012

3/13/2012

$104.00 BN

$101.44 BN

$97.94 BN

$94.45 BN

$96.78 BN

$97.94 BN

$97.94 BN

$101.44 BN

Common
$44.10
2,353,500,000

Common
$43.50
2,353,500,000

Common
$42
2,353,500,000

Common
$40.50
2,353,500,000

Common
$41.50
2,353,500,000

Common
$42
2,353,500,000

Common
$42
2,353,500,000

Common
$43.50
2,353,500,000

User Metrics (MAUs)
MAUs (US & Canada)
MAUs (Europe)
MAUs (Asia)
MAUs (Rest of World)
Total (Worldwide) MAUs
Quarterly Income
Statement
Quarterly Ad Revenue
Quarterly Fee Revenue
(FB Credits, etc.)
Total Quarterly Revenue
Quarterly Cost of
Revenue
Quarterly Marketing and
Sales
Quarterly R&D
Quarterly G&A
Total Quarterly Costs &
Expenses
Quarterly Operating
Income
Quarterly Net Income
User Metrics (DAUs)
DAUs (US & Canada)
DAUs (Europe)
DAUs (Asia)
DAUs (Rest of World)
Total (Worldwide) DAUs

2012 Q1
188,000,000
241,000,000
230,000,000
242,000,000
901,000,000
2012 Q1

2011 Q4
179,000,000
229,000,000
212,000,000
225,000,000
845,000,000
2011 Q4

2011 Q3
176,000,000
221,000,000
196,000,000
207,000,000
800,000,000
2011 Q3

2011 Q2
169,000,000
212,000,000
174,000,000
183,000,000
739,000,000
2011 Q2

2011 Q1
163,000,000
201,000,000
156,000,000
161,000,000
680,000,000
2011 Q1

2010 Q4
154,000,000
183,000,000
138,000,000
133,000,000
608,000,000
2010 Q4

2010 Q3
144,000,000
167,000,000
113,000,000
126,000,000
550,000,000
2010 Q3

2010 Q2
137,000,000
151,000,000
96,000,000
98,000,000
482,000,000
2010 Q2

$872.00 MM
$186.00 MM

$943.00 MM
$188.00 MM

$798.00 MM
$156.00 MM

$776.00 MM
$119.00 MM

$637.00 MM
$94.00 MM

$655.00 MM
$76.00 MM

$450.00 MM
$17.00 MM

$424.00 MM
$8.00 MM

$1.06 BN
$277.00 MM

$1.13 BN
$247.00 MM

$954.00 MM
$236.00 MM

$895.00 MM
$210.00 MM

$731.00 MM
$167.00 MM

$731.00 MM
$150.00 MM

$467.00 MM
$131.00 MM

$431.00 MM
$111.00 MM

$159.00 MM

$132.00 MM

$124.00 MM

$103.00 MM

$68.00 MM

$59.00 MM

$45.00 MM

$44.00 MM

$153.00 MM
$88.00 MM
$677.00 MM

$124.00 MM
$80.00 MM
$583.00 MM

$108.00 MM
$72.00 MM
$540.00 MM

$99.00 MM
$76.00 MM
$488.00 MM

$57.00 MM
$51.00 MM
$343.00 MM

$45.00 MM
$40.00 MM
$294.00 MM

$41.00 MM
$34.00 MM
$251.00 MM

$32.00 MM
$26.00 MM
$213.00 MM

$381.00 MM

$548.00 MM

$414.00 MM

$407.00 MM

$388.00 MM

$437.00 MM

$216.00 MM

$218.00 MM

$205.00 MM
2012 Q1
129,000,000
152,000,000
119,000,000
126,000,000
526,000,000

$302.00 MM
2011 Q4
126,000,000
143,000,000
105,000,000
109,000,000
483,000,000

$227.00 MM
2011 Q3
124,000,000
135,000,000
98,000,000
100,000,000
457,000,000

$240.00 MM
2011 Q2
117,000,000
127,000,000
85,000,000
87,000,000
417,000,000

$233.00 MM
2011 Q1
105,000,000
120,000,000
72,000,000
74,000,000
372,000,000

$251.00 MM
2010 Q4
99,000,000
107,000,000
64,000,000
58,000,000
327,000,000

$131.00 MM
2010 Q3
92,000,000
94,000,000
54,000,000
54,000,000
293,000,000

$129.00 MM
2010 Q2
85,000,000
85,000,000
45,000,000
42,000,000
257,000,000

Financial Notes:
*
Facebook, Inc. fiscal year end: 12/31
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1
2

At year end 2011.
Fully diluted shares outstanding
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PUBLIC/ PRIVATE HISTORY (PPH™)
Many private companies were once public or have attempted to go public in the past. Since mapping a private company's Public/Private History (PPH™) can often be
complicated and take time, we've created PrivCo's Public/Private History (PPH™) Table to assist.
Date
May. 2012

Deal Type
IPO

Action
Final (Went Public)

Resulting Status
Public

Valuation
$104.00 BN

Amount Raised
$16.00 BN

Public Ticker
FB
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MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
PrivCo's M&A Activity table for Facebook, Inc. displays the mergers and acquisitions involving Facebook, Inc., for example if Facebook, Inc. acquired or was acquired by
another entity, any leveraged buyout (LBO), etc.
Date
Jun. 2004

Target
Facebook, Inc.

Jul. 2004
Jul. 2004
Feb. 2005
Mar. 2005
Apr. 2005
Aug. 2005
Aug. 2005

TheFacebook, LLC1
Facebook, Inc.2
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.3
Facebook.com Domain
Name
Facebook, Inc.

Jan. 2006
Feb. 2006
Mar. 2006
Jun. 2006
Jul. 2006
Sep. 2006
Jul. 2007
Oct. 2007
Jun. 2008
Nov. 2008
May. 2009
Aug. 2009
Nov. 2009
Feb. 2010
Apr. 2010
May. 2010

Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.4
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.5
Facebook, Inc.
Parakey
Facebook, Inc.6
ConnectU
Twitter Inc.7
Facebook, Inc.8
FriendFeed9
Facebook, Inc.10
Octazen Solutions
Divvyshot, Inc.11
ShareGrove12

Buyer
Undisclosed New York
Financier
Facebook, Inc.
Friendster
Washington Post Company
Viacom, Inc.
MySpace, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.

Deal Type
Acquisition

Price
$10,000,000

Status
Bid Submitted

Acquisition
Acquisition
Minority Stake Purchase
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

Unspecified
$10,000,000
$6,000,000
$75,000,000
Unspecified
$200,000

Completed
Bid Submitted
Bid Submitted
Bid Submitted
In Talks
Completed

NBC Universal, Inc.

Acquisition
Minority Stake Purchase
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Minority Stake Purchase
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

Unspecified

In Talks

Unspecified
$1,450,000,000
Unspecified
$1,000,000,000
$850,000,000
$1,010,000,000
Unspecified
$15,000,000,000
$31,000,000
$550,000,000
$200,000,000
$47,500,000
$90,000,000
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified

In Talks
Bid Submitted
Bid Submitted
Bid Submitted
Bid Submitted
In Talks
Completed
In Talks
Completed
Bid Submitted
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

News Corporation
Viacom, Inc.
Viacom, Inc.
Yahoo! Inc.
Yahoo! Inc.
Yahoo! Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Unspecified
Facebook, Inc.
Elevation Partners
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
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Jun. 2010

Facebook, Inc.13

Jul. 2010
Aug. 2010
Aug. 2010
Aug. 2010
Sep. 2010
Oct. 2010

Aug. 2011
Oct. 2011
Nov. 2011

Hot Potato14
Facebook, Inc.
Friendster Patents15
Facebook, Inc.
Chai Labs
Facebook, Inc.
Foursquare Labs, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Nextstop16
Facebook, Inc.
Zenbe Mail Intellectual
Facebook, Inc.
Property Rights17
Drop.io
Facebook, Inc.
18
Twitter Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
FB.com & Other Domain
Facebook, Inc.
Names19
Rel8tion
Facebook, Inc.
Snaptu, Ltd.
Facebook, Inc.
Beluga Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Daytum, Inc.20
Facebook, Inc.
Skype S.a.r.l21
Facebook, Inc.
Madebysofa Holding BV (aka Facebook, Inc.
Sofa)
Pushpop Press22
Facebook, Inc.
Friend.ly
Facebook, Inc.
Strobe
Facebook, Inc.

Nov. 2011

MailRank23

Facebook, Inc.

Dec. 2011

Gowalla, Inc.24

Facebook, Inc.

Dec. 2011

Quorus Inc.

Facebook, Inc.

Feb. 2012

Unspecified Startup25

Facebook, Inc.

Mar. 2012

Caffeinated Mind, Inc.26

Facebook, Inc.

Mar. 2012

Milk Inc.

Facebook, Inc.

Oct. 2010
Oct. 2010
Nov. 2010
Jan. 2011
Mar. 2011
Mar. 2011
Apr. 2011
Apr. 2011
Jun. 2011

Elevation Partners

Acquisition
Minority Stake Purchase
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

$120,000,000

Completed

$10,000,000
$40,000,000
$10,000,000
$120,000,000
$2,500,000
Unspecified

Completed
Completed
Completed
Exploring / Rumored
Completed
Completed

Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition

$10,000,000
$2,000,000,000
$8,500,000

Completed
Bid Submitted
Completed

Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Acquisition
Acquisition
Asset Sale
Acq-Hire
Acquisition
Acquisition

Unspecified
$65,000,000
$12,000,000
$1,500,000
Unspecified
Unspecified

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Canceled
Completed

Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified

Completed
Completed
Completed

$1,000,000

Completed

$40,000,000

Completed

Unspecified

Completed

$6,300,000

Completed

Unspecified

Completed

Unspecified

Bid Submitted
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Mar. 2012

750 Patents

Facebook, Inc.

Apr. 2012

Patent Portfolio27

Facebook, Inc.

Apr. 2012
Apr. 2012

Instagram28
Tagtile

Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.

Apr. 2012

650 AOL Patents29

Facebook, Inc.

May. 2012

Glancee

Facebook, Inc.

May. 2012
May. 2012
May. 2012
Jun. 2012
Jun. 2012

Lightbox
Karma
Bolt | Peters30
Mixed Media Labs
Pieceable Software Inc.31

Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.

Jun. 2012

Vizi Labs Inc.

Facebook, Inc.

Jul. 2012
Jul. 2012

Spool32
Acrylic Software33

Facebook, Inc.
Facebook, Inc.

Aug. 2012

Threadsy

Facebook, Inc.

Oct. 2012

Carsabi

Facebook, Inc.

Dec. 2012

WhatsApp, Inc.

Facebook, Inc.

Acquisition
Unspecified
Asset Sale
Acquisition
Unspecified
Intellectual Property Sale (IP)
Acquisition
$715,000,000
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acquisition
Asset Sale
Acquisition
$550,000,000
Intellectual Property Sale (IP)
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acquisition
Acquisition
$67,000,000
Acquisition
$80,000,000
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acquisition
Unspecified
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
$95,000,000
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acquisition
Acq-Hire
Unspecified
Acquisition
Acquisition
Unspecified

Completed
Bid Submitted
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Announced
Completed
Exploring / Rumored
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
In Talks

Mergers & Acquisitions Notes:
1
2
3

In July 2004, Zuckerberg incorporated TheFacebook.com, a new company, in Delaware and acquired TheFacebook, LLC (Florida)
in order to redistribute shares and cut out co-founder Eduardo Saverin. Please refer to PrivCo's Detailed Business Description
narrative on Facebook, Inc. for more details.
Facebook rejected the $10 million takeover bid from Friendster.
A few months before MySpace was acquired by News Corp., MySpace CEO Chris DeWolfe had met with Zuckerberg, Parker, and
Cohler to discuss a potential acquisition.
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Viacom bid to acquire Facebook at a proposed deal value of around $1.45 Billion with a cash proponent of $800 million.
After Yahoo, Inc.'s 2Q 2006 Earnings were reported, the company reduced its $1 Billion cash acquisition offer to $850 million.
Facebook rejected the offer.
Microsoft attempted to acquire a stake in Facebook at a $15 billion valuation with the option to purchase and additional 5% every
six months. Although Microsoft ended up investing in Facebook (please see PrivCo's Funding Table on Facebook), the option was
not included in the deal.
Facebook reportedly offered an estimated $500 million in stock and $50 million in cash to acquire Twitter. The deal never came to
fruition.
Shares were acquired through Facebook employee stock sales.
Facebook acquired FriendFeed for $15 million in cash and $32.5 million in Facebook stock. FriendFeed co-founder Bret Taylor
would later become Facebook's chief technology officer.
Elevation Partners acquired roughly 1% of Facebook by purchasing $90 million worth of the company's stock on the secondary
market at roughly $20/share.
Divvyshot's staff, including founder Sam Odio, would join Facebook's team to work on Facebook Photos.
Upon the acquisition's close, Facebook absorbed ShareGrove's assets and employees and subsequently shut down ShareGrove's
operations.
Elevation Partners purchased 5 million Facebook shares in the secondary market, raising the firm's total stake in Facebook to 7.5
million shares or around 1.5% ownership.
Hot Potato founder Justin Shaffer would later improve Facebook Groups and help launch the Facebook Places product.
Facebook acquired seven Friendster patents and 11 pending patent applications in exchange for advertising, profit sharing for
virtual goods, and cash in a deal that was valued at $40 million. Sources indicate that Facebook may have acquired the patents to
help prevent future IP violation claims.
Facebook's acquisition of Nexstop was notably fueled by the absorption of it's talent. Nextstop co-founders and former Google
employees Adrian Graham (helped create Google Groups and Picasa) and Carl Sjogreen (helped create Google Calendar)
became part of the Facebook team.
In addition to acquiring intellectual property from Zenbe, Inc. for its Zenbe Mail product, Facebook also brought the three engineers
working on the project at Zenbe onboard the Facebook team. Zenbe shut down its Zenbe Mail product operations on October 8,
2010.
Facebook's $2 Billion bid to acquire Twitter was combated by Google's $10 Billion bid, both of which were turned down.
Facebook purchased a couple of domain names from the American Farm Bureau, including FB.com. FB.com is now used
internally by Facebook employees.
Ryan Case and Nicholas Felton will be joining the product design team at Facebook. Facebook acquired Daytum primarily to hire
the company's two founding employees, Nicholas Felton and Ryan Case.
Skype, which pulled it's IPO in 2010, was also reportedly in talks with Google for potential acquisition opportunities (eventually was
acquired by Microsoft).
Pushpop founders Mike Matas and Kimon Tsinteris joined Facebook upon the closing of the acquisition.
MailRank Co-Founders Bethanye McKinney Blount and Bryan O'Sullivan joined Facebook's engineering team.
Cash and stock compensation was paid and/or guaranteed to GoWalla's founders and employees, although GoWalla's web
application was not directly acquired or used by Facebook. Most of Gowalla's employees, including founder Josh Williams, to
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

move to Facebook's offices in Palo Alto, at first to focus on developing Facebook's Timeline Feature. Deal value/price is PrivCo
estimate of the total cash and stock compensation for employment guarantees made to GoWalla's founders and employees.
Facebook, Inc. acquired an unspecified startup company for $6.3 million in Facebook stock. According to the Facebook S-1 filing,
the company issued 212,250 shares of Class A common stock as partial consideration to two entities in connection with the
purchase of certain assets of the startup company.
Caffeinated Mind's 3 employees will cease coverage on their two product lines (Expresso and Sendoid) and will focus on
developing internal sharing tools for Facebook employees.
Facebook's bid was too low and beaten by Microsoft's $1.06 billion bid.
Total purchase price consists of: $521 million (issuance of 12 million vested shares of Class B common stock to non-employee
stockholders of Instagram and $300 million in cash) plus $194 million (11 million unvested shares of our Class B common stock to
employee stockholders of Instagram on the closing date).
Facebook acquired 650 of the 925 patents that Microsoft acquired from AOL. Facebook had bid and failed on acquiring these
patents from AOL.
Facebook has acq-hired Bolt | Peters, a research and design agency. Bolt Peters will shut down its operations on June 22nd,
2012. The company's most popular product, Ethnio, will remain as a separate company. Financial terms were not disclosed. Six
employees are expected to join Facebook's design team headed by Kate Aronowitz.
Facebook is not acquiring Pieceable's company, technology, or customer information, but rather acquiring and integrating
Pieceable's 3-engineer team into its own.
The acqui-hire enables Facebook to use Spool's talent to get better performance from its mobile business.
Terms of the deal were undisclosed. Acrylic Software's product and services were not acquired.
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FUNDING ACTIVITY
PrivCo's VC/Funding Activity table for Facebook, Inc. displays the venture capital rounds, angel investments, debt or other funding raised by Facebook, Inc..
Date
Jun. 2004
Aug. 2004
Oct. 2004
Apr. 2005
Apr. 2005
Apr. 2005
Apr. 2005
Apr. 2005
Apr. 2006
Apr. 2006
Apr. 2006
Apr. 2006
May. 2007
Oct. 2007
Oct. 2007
Oct. 2007
Mar. 2008
May. 2009
Jan. 2011

Investor
Peter Thiel
Total Round Seed $500,000
Western Technology Investment
Total Round Debt $300,000
Western Technology Investment
Total Round Debt $300,000
Jim Breyer
Western Technology Investment
Mark Pincus
Reid Hoffman
Accel Partners
Total Round A $13,725,000
MeriTech Capital Partners
Accel Partners
Peter Thiel
Greylock Partners
Total Round B $27,500,500
TriplePoint Capital
Total Round Debt $30,000,000
Li Ka-Shing 1
Microsoft Corporation2
Samwer Family
Total Round C $372,000,000
TriplePoint Capital
Total Round Debt $100,000,000
Digital Sky Technologies3
Total Round D $200,000,000
The Goldman Sachs Group

Round
Seed

Investor Type
Angel / Individual

Debt

Private Equity

Debt

Private Equity

A
A
A
A
A

Angel / Individual
Private Equity
Angel / Individual
Angel / Individual
Venture Capital

B
B
B
B

Venture Capital
Venture Capital
Angel / Individual
Venture Capital

Debt

Lender

C
C
C

Angel / Individual
Corporate
Family

Debt

Lender

D

Venture Capital

E

Investment Banking Firm
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Jan. 2011
Mar. 2011
Jun. 2011
Mar. 2012
Mar. 2012

Goldman Sachs Private Equity
E
Total Round E $1,500,000,000
T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.
Other
Total Round Other $190,500,000
GSV Capital
Other
Total Round Other $6,600,000
Multiple Lenders4
Line of Credit
Total Round Line of Credit5 $5,000,000,000
Multiple Lenders6
Bridge Loan
Total Round Bridge Loan7 $3,000,000,000
Total of Funding Shown Above $10,441,425,500

Private Equity
Corporate
Private Equity & Venture Capital
Lender
Lender

Funding Notes:
1
2

3
4
5

6
7

Li Ka-Shing's investment of $120 million was actually made through two separate $60 million rounds under the same terms.
Microsoft purchased a 1.6% company ownership stake & some exclusive ad rights. The $15 billion valuation may be skewed up in
part by a simultaneous advertising contract and contract stipulation that Facebook would be required to notify Microsoft if it ever
considered a future offer from Google. As part of the deal, Facebook also agreed to let Microsoft purchase an additional $260
million worth of shares.
Purchase of preferred stock for possible 1.96% ownership. But this investment may affect the valuation of the common stock as
well. Additionally, DST bought another $100 million worth of common stock from existing employees and investors, raising it's
stake to 3.6%
The credit facilities were arranged by JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Bank of America
Corp. and Barclays Plc.
Facebook's $5 billion credit line will be used for working capital and other general corporate purposes. Borrowings under the
revolver will pay interest at 1 percentage points more than the London interbank offered rate. Lenders in the deal will be paid a 10
basis point fee on any unused portions. Facebook's new five-year credit line replaced its pre-existing $2.5 billion revolver. The
credit facilities were arranged by JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Bank of America Corp.
and Barclays Plc.
The new credit facilities were arranged by JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Bank of America
Corp. and Barclays Plc.
Facebook's $3 billion 364-day bridge loan will be used to fund taxes for employees that exercise their restricted stock units in its
IPO filing. Debt under the bridge loan will initially pay interest at 1 percent more than Libor, then will increase to 1.25 percentage
points after 180 days.
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ROUND: SEED
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
Peter Thiel

Facebook, Inc.
Seed
06/2004
Seed
$500,000
$4,900,000
10.20 %
Investor Type
Angel / Individual

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$500,000

Date
06/2004

Convertible Debt
Debt
1:3
Yes
No
No
No
No
Stake Acquired
10.2 %
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DEBT INVESTMENT
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
Western Technology Investment

Facebook, Inc.
Debt
08/2004
Seed
$300,000
0.00 %
Investor Type
Private Equity

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$300,000

Date
08/2004

Debt
Unspecified
No
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired
0%
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DEBT INVESTMENT
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Stake Acquired

Investor Name
Western Technology Investment

Facebook, Inc.
Debt
10/2004
Early Stage
$300,000
0.00 %

Investor Type
Private Equity

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$300,000

Date
10/2004

Warrant
Line of Credit
Unspecified
Unspecified
No
No
No
No
Stake Acquired
0%
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ROUND: A
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
Accel Partners
Jim Breyer
Mark Pincus
Reid Hoffman
Western Technology Investment

Facebook, Inc.
A
04/2005
Early Stage
$13,725,000
$97,750,000
11.49 %
Investor Type
Venture Capital
Angel / Individual
Angel / Individual
Angel / Individual
Private Equity

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$12,700,000
$1,000,000
$40,000
$40,000
$25,000

Date
04/2005
04/2005
04/2005
04/2005
04/2005

Preferred Equity
1:4
Yes
Unspecified
Yes
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired
10.16 %
0.8 %
0.25 %
0.25 %
0.025 %
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ROUND: B
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Investor Name
MeriTech Capital Partners
Accel Partners
Peter Thiel
Greylock Partners

Facebook, Inc.
B
04/2006
Mid Stage / Expansion
$27,500,500
$525,000,000
Investor Type
Venture Capital
Venture Capital
Angel / Individual
Venture Capital

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment

Date
04/2006
04/2006
04/2006
04/2006

Equity
Unspecified
Yes
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired
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DEBT INVESTMENT
Company
Series
Funding Date
Total Funding Amount
Stake Acquired

Investor Name
TriplePoint Capital

Facebook, Inc.
Debt
05/2007
$30,000,000
0.00 %

Investor Type
Lender

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$30,000,000

Date
05/2007

Line of Credit
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired
0%
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ROUND: C
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
Microsoft Corporation1
Li Ka-Shing2
Samwer Family
1

2

Facebook, Inc.
C
10/2007
Mid Stage / Expansion
$372,000,000
$15,000,000,000
2.40 %
Investor Type
Corporate
Angel / Individual
Family

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$247,000,000
$120,000,000
$15,000,000

Date
10/2007
10/2007
10/2007

Preferred Equity
Unspecified
Yes
Unspecified
Yes
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired
1.6 %
0.8 %
0.1 %

Microsoft purchased a 1.6% company ownership stake & some exclusive ad rights. The $15 billion valuation may be skewed up in
part by a simultaneous advertising contract and contract stipulation that Facebook would be required to notify Microsoft if it ever
considered a future offer from Google. As part of the deal, Facebook also agreed to let Microsoft purchase an additional $260
million worth of shares.
Li Ka-Shing's investment of $120 million was actually made through two separate $60 million rounds under the same terms.
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DEBT INVESTMENT
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
TriplePoint Capital

Facebook, Inc.
Debt
03/2008
Mid Stage / Expansion
$100,000,000
0.00 %
Investor Type
Lender

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$100,000,000

Date
03/2008

Line of Credit
Unspecified
No
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired
0%
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ROUND: D
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Investor Name
Digital Sky Technologies1
1

Facebook, Inc.
D
05/2009
Mid Stage / Expansion
$200,000,000
$10,000,000,000
Investor Type
Venture Capital

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$200,000,000

Date
05/2009

Preferred Equity
Unspecified
Yes
Unspecified
Yes
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired

Purchase of preferred stock for possible 1.96% ownership. But this investment may affect the valuation of the common stock as
well. Additionally, DST bought another $100 million worth of common stock from existing employees and investors, raising it's
stake to 3.6%
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ROUND: E
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
The Goldman Sachs Group
Goldman Sachs Private Equity

Facebook, Inc.
E
01/16/2011
Late Stage / Mezzanine
$1,500,000,000
$50,000,000,000
3%
Investor Type
Investment Banking Firm
Private Equity

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$1,000,000,000
$500,000,000

Date
01/16/2011
01/16/2011

Mezzanine Financing
Unspecified
No
No
No
No
No
Stake Acquired
2%
1%
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ROUND: OTHER
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.

Facebook, Inc.
Other
03/31/2011
Late Stage / Mezzanine
$190,500,000
$62,500,000,000
0.30 %
Investor Type
Corporate

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$190,500,000

Date
03/31/2011

Equity
0:5
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired
0.3 %
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ROUND: OTHER
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount
Valuation
Stake Acquired
Investor Name
GSV Capital

Facebook, Inc.
Other
06/2011
Late Stage / Mezzanine
$6,600,000
$73,200,000,000
0.01 %
Investor Type
Private Equity & Venture Capital

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment
$6,600,000

Date
06/2011

Equity
0:6
Unspecified
No
No
No
No
Stake Acquired
0.01 %
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ROUND: LINE OF CREDIT
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount

Investor Name
Multiple Lenders1
1

Facebook, Inc.
Line of Credit
03/07/2012
Late Stage / Mezzanine
$5,000,000,000

Investor Type
Lender

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment

Date
03/07/2012

Debt
Line of Credit
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired

The credit facilities were arranged by JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Bank of America
Corp. and Barclays Plc.
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ROUND: BRIDGE LOAN
Company
Series
Funding Date
Stage of Development
Total Funding Amount

Investor Name
Multiple Lenders1
1

Facebook, Inc.
Bridge Loan
03/07/2012
Late Stage / Mezzanine
$3,000,000,000

Investor Type
Lender

Investment Type
Board Seats Demanded
Liquidation Preference
Capped Participating Preferred
Anti-Dilution Protection
Redemption at Investor’s Option
Cumulative Dividends
Investment

Date
03/07/2012

Debt
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Unspecified
Stake Acquired

The new credit facilities were arranged by JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Bank of America
Corp. and Barclays Plc.
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DETAILED BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
PrivCo's Financial Projections, Valuation, and Share Price Fair Value Analysis on Facebook, Inc.:
PrivCo's Investment Thesis on Facebook and the Social Media Industry:
Facebook has a solid business model and capable management, but is materially overvalued despite being an excellent investment 6-7 years ago.
PrivCo believes that privately held pre-IPO social media companies such as Spotify or Pinterest offer more attractive upside than Facebook.
Given its risk/reward profile, Facebook is currently overvalued at its $34-$38 IPO range, which values Facebook from $85 to $95 billion.
PrivCo's Social Media Investment Strategy:
"Proxy investments in a basket pre-IPO social media companies via secondary markets such as SharesPost or SecondMarket offer better risk/reward and a more
attractive valuation than Facebook does," says PrivCo CEO and Founder Sam Hamadeh.
Pair Trades to bet on the long term growth of social media by shorting Facebook while going long on the pre-IPO basket via secondary markets or publicly traded social
media companies (e.g. LinkedIn) that offer a hedged ability to bet on social media/mobile without over-paying for Facebook's slowing growth.
Facebook's Material Strength:
User Stickiness: Facebook has greater user engagement than competitors, high switching costs, and benefits from network effects.
Facebook's Material Weaknesses:
Decelerating Revenues: During Q1 2012, Facebook had its first ever sequential revenue decline.
Mobile Adoption: Facebook has yet to discover a monetization solution for its rapidly expanding mobile base.
Diminishing Ad Real Estate: Introduction of new, more intrusive ad formats is a clear response to poor ad performance. (Facebook has grown from 3 ads/page in 2009 to
4 ads in 2010 and 7 today.)
"Facebook Fatigue": Facebook's use is declining among internet users as key Facebook activities such as searching for new contacts or sending messages to friends
declined in 2011.
Emerging Markets as Cost Centers: The majority of Facebook's new users are coming from developing countries, which are difficult to monetize because major brands
generally do not advertise in these regions.
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Unmodeled Facebook Upside Potential:
China: China has the world's largest internet market with over 500 million internet users, but Facebook has virtually zero presence there.
Facebook App Center: Facebook has an existing app platform and plans to launch its App-Center in the coming months.
Facebook Social Search Engine: Facebook has the potential to become its own social search engine given the vast amounts of personal information it contains and the
engineering capabilities of its employees.
Unmodeled Facebook Potential Downside:
Mass Migration to Competitor: Susceptible to unknown new start-ups, which can upend an established competitor similar to Facebook's destruction of MySpace.
Mobile Adoption Becoming Ubiquitous: Facebook has yet to prove they can monetize the mobile format's limited space.
Weakness of Competitive Position: Facebook's acquisition of the relatively young Instagram shows the high costs of maintaining its competitive position.
Assumptions Used in PrivCo's Facebook Projections:
Facebook's revenue will continue to be adversely affected by rapid mobile adoption.
Facebook's costs will continue to exceed revenue growth as its user base expands in areas of unproven monetization such as emerging markets and mobile platform
adoption.
Facebook Payments revenue will grow at a faster rate than advertisements as Facebook introduces new features such as the App Center, Search and Facebook Offers.
Facebook Current Valuation and Current Stock:
Facebook's $34-$38 price range offers an initial valuation $85.4B-$95.5B.
Facebook Valuation 1: Public Comparables (Enterprise Value to Revenue Multiples):
Based on the comparable companies' weighted average of enterprise value to revenue multiples, PrivCo believes a 9x revenue multiple accurately reflects Facebook's
enterprise value and should be applied to its projected 2012 revenues.
Applying a 9x revenue multiple to Facebook's projected 2012 revenues of $5.4B results in a Facebook valuation of $60.3B.
Based on the valuation and Facebook's approximately 2.5 billion shares outstanding, PrivCo prices the fair value of Facebook's stock at $24.12/share, significantly below
the $34-$38 IPO price range.
Facebook Valuation 2: Discounted Cash Flow:
Present value calculations for all future cash flows (net income) plus cash on hand results in a Facebook valuation of $62.6B.
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Based on the valuation, PrivCo prices the fair value of Facebook stock at $25.05/share, significantly lower than the IPO price range.
PrivCo's Facebook (NASDAQ: FB) Share Value Conclusions:
Short-Term "BUY"
Facebook shares will pop in their opening day's trades.
Recommendation: Buy at IPO price of $34-$38 to flip into short-term pops.
Long-Term "SELL"
Facebook will experience a post lock-up sell-off that will drive down future prices.
PrivCo analysis concludes that markets will likely correct FB's price after an initial pop into a long-term fair value $24-$25 range, which falls significantly below the
$34-$38 IPO price range.
PrivCo Predicts a pronounced Post Lock-up Sell-off of FB Shares due to the following:
Large RSU (restricted stock unit) pool forces tax related RSU-vesting sales.
Rising Capital Gains Tax 1-month after the lock-up expiration.
Massive Public Float of billions of dollars worth of FB shares.
PrivCo's Final Forecasts of Where Facebook (NASDAQ: FB) Will Trade:
Facebook's expected final pricing will be at or above the high-end of its $34-$38 range.
Facebook's initial trades will almost certainly pop well-above the IPO price given its hype, and massive demand by IPO investors.
However, PrivCo believes that Facebook is ultimately overvalued at $100B, and markets will correct Facebook's price per share below its IPO range into a $24-$25 range
with a post lock-up sell-off that could further diminish FB share price.
PrivCo's Final Conclusion: Facebook (NASDAQ: FB) is a very short-term "BUY", and a long-term "SELL", with other proxy investments in social media offering better
risk/reward upside potential than Facebook.
PrivCo expects a secondary offering to occur in the near future in order to take advantage of the short-term price spike and to give further liquidity to selling shareholders.
Facebook Revenues, Operations, and Corporate History
Facebook's Beginnings
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In February 2004, co-founders Mark Zuckerberg, Dustin Moskovitz, Chris Hughes, and Eduardo Saverin launched TheFacebook.com from a Harvard dorm room. Facebook has
become a daily activity for many of its users as a way to connect with "friends", virtually document their lives, and play games. In the process, Facebook has unloaded a
consistent stream of new features, including an extensive platform for developers to create applications for its site. Facebook encourages users to share more information about
themselves, and in numerous site updates has questionably violated its users' privacy rights. Through the information its users share, the analytics capabilities that Facebook
possesses provide significant opportunities for targeted advertising. However, these analytics created significant privacy issues, which Facebook continues to address both in
court and on its website.
2003: Pre-Facebook
Prior to founding Facebook, 20-year-old Mark Zuckerberg had extensive experience in technology. As a sophomore at Harvard in September 2003, less than six months before
launching Facebook, Zuckerberg developed Course Match. Course Match was an internet software program that allowed Harvard students to pick classes based on who else
had already enrolled in them. The project caught on and hundreds of Harvard students used it. The following month, in October 2003, Zuckerberg launched another program
called FaceMash, which pulled Harvard student's photos from internal Harvard records and allowed users to select which of two displayed students was more attractive. The
traffic driven to FaceMash within a single day froze his laptop.
January-February 2004: Launch of TheFacebook.com
In January 2004, Mark Zuckerberg registered the domain name TheFacebook.com for $35 and began hosting the site for $85 per month.
On February 4, 2004, TheFacebook.com went live and was restricted to users with a Harvard.edu e-mail address. At the time, the user interface was relatively rudimentary and
included basic functionality. A user could essentially do three things: create a profile and upload a picture of themselves, search for other users on the site and request to add
them as friends, and "poke" other users. The poking feature displayed a message to other users that they had been "poked" by another user and soon became a form of flirting.
Within a week of launching, Zuckerberg was accused of stealing the idea for The Facebook from Harvard seniors Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra.
The three seniors claimed to have contracted Zuckerberg to build a similar website, The Harvard Connection, but Zuckerberg stalled its development in order to launch a
competing product.
By March 2004, TheFacebook.com had expanded access to include users with e-mail addresses from Stanford, Columbia, and Yale.
Spring/Summer 2004: Palo Alto, Sean Parker, and Peter Thiel
In the spring of 2004, Napster co-founder Sean Parker came across TheFacebook.com and contacted Zuckerberg to request a meeting. Shortly thereafter, Parker impulsively
flew from Palo Alto to New York to bond over dinner with the Harvard sophomore.
In June 2004, an unnamed New York financier offered to acquire Facebook for $10 million. Zuckerberg, who had just turned 20, rejected the offer and moved operations for the
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four-month-old company to Palo Alto, California.
Shortly after the move to Palo Alto, Zuckerberg ran into Sean Parker who had been forced out of Plaxo, Inc. around that time. On top of being kicked out of the contact
information management company of which he was co-founder, Parker was stripped of nearly half his shares. Zuckerberg invited Parker to move into the four-bedroom sublet
house he'd found on Craigslist.
Within the first few weeks in Palo Alto, Facebook had spent around $20,000 and financing became a priority. Facebook had expanded membership to 30 college networks and
as membership grew, so did the number of servers needed to support it. One of Sean Parker's early and significant contributions to Facebook was setting up an introduction with
Reid Hoffman, a founder of both LinkedIn and PayPal. Hoffman set up a meeting with one of PayPal's former CEOs, Peter Thiel, who made a $500,000 debt-to-equity angel
investment at a $4.9 million valuation (for complete Funding information, please see PrivCo's Funding Table for Facebook). Throughout this early financing, Parker was able to
help Zuckerberg maintain complete control of his company.
Fall 2004-Early 2005: Exponential Membership Growth & The Washington Post Company, Inc.
In August 2004, Facebook membership reached 200,000. Zuckerberg and Moskovitz decided not to return to Harvard in September in order to focus solely on The Facebook.
Sean Parker became the company's president. With the aid of Thiel's funding, Facebook integrated "the Wall", which enabled users to write messages on one another's profiles.
By the time membership reached 500,000 in October, it had become apparent that Facebook needed more money to support growth. Through a Harvard classmate, Zuckerberg
was introduced to Donald Graham, CEO of The Washington Post Company, Inc. Graham's long-term focus strongly contrasted that of many Silicon Valley venture capitalists,
and he and Zuckerberg became close.
In March 2005, Viacom made an unsuccessful bid for a $75 million acquisition deal and around a dozen venture capital firms had expressed interest in investing in Facebook (for
more unsuccessful acquisition bids, please see PrivCo's M&A Table for Facebook). Mark Zuckerberg and Donald Graham's friendship had grown closer to financial fruition as
The Washington Post offered to purchase a 10% ownership stake in Facebook for $6 million. It appeared to be a done deal until April Fools' Day.
April Fool's Day 2005: Accel's Term Sheet Values Facebook at $80 million
Accel Partners' Kevin Efrusy had heard about Facebook from a Stanford University grad student who was interning at the venture capital firm. After a few failed attempts to get in
touch with then president Sean Parker, Efrusy walked over to Facebook's office and was pitched by Dustin Moskovitz and Matt Cohler. Four days later, on April 5, Efrusy
returned with a term sheet for a $10 million venture investment that valued the company at $80 million (please see PrivCo's VC/Funding Table for Facebook, Inc. for complete
Funding Deal information).
That night, at dinner with Accel's managing partner Jim Breyer, Zuckerberg disappeared and was found crying on the floor of the men's room by Matt Cohler. Zuckerberg felt that
he was betraying Graham by entertaining Accel's funding offer. The next morning, he called The Washington Post CEO to talk it over who advised him to go through with the
Accel deal and wished him luck.
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In April of 2005, Facebook raised $12.7 million in venture capital from Accel Partners (see PrivCo Funding Table for Facebook for deal details) as Series A Preferred Stock. The
same month Facebook expanded to support more than 800 college networks.
Spring/Summer 2005: Post Series A Growth & Parker's Formal Exit
After the Series A funding injection, Facebook began hiring additional staff and integrating new features to its site. To much of the young Facebook staff's dismay, Zuckerberg - at
Accel Partners' urging - continued conducting recruiting meetings with high profile Silicon Valley executives to convince them to join the company. In-house recruiter Robin Reed
took notice and confronted the 21-year-old CEO. Zuckerberg assured Reed that he and the venture capital backers did not intend to sell Facebook or replace current staff, and
Zuckerberg agreed to start seeing an executive coach. (One week after the confrontation, Zuckerberg called the entire staff together for Facebook's first of its regular "all-hands"
meetings).
In the last week of August 2005, Sean Parker was arrested on suspicion of cocaine possession while on a trip to North Carolina. Parker was never formally charged and while
Zuckerberg didn't see the arrest as a significant issue, investors Jim Breyer and Peter Thiel convinced Zuckerberg that Parker should be forced to resign as Facebook's
President. Partner promptly resigned, though remained a significant shareholder in the company.
Also in August 2005, Facebook purchased a new domain, changing its URL name from thefacebook.com to facebook.com.
Fall 2005: Extending Membership to High School & International Networks
In September 2005, Facebook scaled again to extend membership to high school students and yet again in October to begin opening up to international users. The addition of
underage and international users prompted an increase in privacy protection concerns and resulted in the hiring of Chris Kelly as Chief Privacy Officer in September 2005. In an
April 2008 interview with the British publication Times Online, Kelly explained that:
"There are really two London networks, one for under 18s and one for over 18s. An over 18 in the London network cannot see the profile of an under 18 in the London network ...
[Aside from privacy settings] we have systems that operate behind the scenes to detect anomalous behavior, which we use for anti-spam and anti-phishing as well as against
inappropriate approaches to minors. For instance, a 45-year-old attempting to befriend a 14-year-old is a situation that gets detected fairly quickly."
Regarding issues of privacy protection, Facebook has participated with organizations such as the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, International Association of
Privacy Professionals, and WiredSafety.
Winter 2005-Early 2006: Continued Courting by Viacom
Among the suitors that continued to pursue Facebook, Viacom remained among the most persistent in late 2005. Viacom CEO Tom Freston had continually tried and failed to
woo Zuckerberg and Michael Wolf, president of Viacom's MTV Networks, had also been keeping tabs on the young Facebook CEO. For the holidays, Wolf claimed he would be
in the San Francisco area with the Viacom corporate jet and asked Zuckerberg if he would like to ride back to New York with him. Zuckerberg agreed, and, since Wolf actually
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was not in possession of Viacom's aircraft at the time, he flew to San Francisco that morning and chartered a Gulfstream V (G5) for the ride back.
Wolf and Zuckerberg bonded over the flight and continued talks in the following months. In March 2006, Viacom unsuccessfully offered to purchase Facebook in a deal valued
around $1.45 billion, with $800 million in cash.
Spring 2006: Series B Funding Round & Continued Growth
On April 19, 2006 Facebook announced in a press release that it had secured $25 million in funding to develop new features and improve security. Greylock Partners led the
financing while Meritech Capital Partners and Facebook's existing investors Accel Partners and Peter Thiel also participated. The figure later was reported to be $27.5 million
(please see PrivCo's Funding Table on Facebook for complete information).
By May 2006, Facebook had expanded its user base once again to include work networks. The total number of active users of Facebook.com was then around 8 million.
Summer/Fall 2006: Yahoo Bids $1 Billion & Open Registration
In June 2006, Yahoo submitted a bid to acquire Facebook for $1 billion cash yet after reporting second quarter earnings, the company reduced its offer to $850 million and the
deal was rejected. Prior to a drop in Yahoo's stock price, it is rumored that Zuckerberg had verbally agreed to sell. Yahoo again bid $1 billion in the fall but was rejected a second
time.
In August 2006, Facebook struck an advertising deal with Microsoft's MSN for banner ad syndication and profit sharing. Microsoft would sell banner ads on Facebook.com, visible
to Facebook's users within the United States, until 2011.
In September 2006, Facebook launched its News Feed feature and opened registration so that anyone with a valid e-mail address could join the site. The Facebook.com active
user base crossed the 10 million mark. Within the following year, this figure grew to nearly 50 million.
2007: The Facebook "Platform", Microsoft, & Restricted-Stock Units
In May 2007, Facebook launched the Marketplace application for classified listings and hosted an F8 event (Facebook's annual event) to launch Facebook Platform, enabling
programmers and developers to create and submit their own applications. The Facebook Platform launched with 65 developer partners and over 85 applications.
In July 2007, Facebook acquired Parakey. Parakey was a Mountain View, California startup that had been working towards developing a way for people to develop applications
while on and offline.
By October 2007, Facebook had been in talks with both Microsoft and Google ? both interested in deals valuing Facebook at $15 billion. Facebook accepted a $247 million
investment from Microsoft at a $15 billion valuation ? a deal that included an expansion of the two companies' strategic relationship for banner ad syndication and profit sharing.
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This enabled Microsoft to sell banner ads on Facebook appearing outside the United States as well as a clause requiring Facebook to notify Microsoft in the event that they solicit
acquisition bids from Google (for more information, please see PrivCo's Funding Table for Facebook). That same month, Facebook launched the Facebook Platform for mobile
device.
In late 2007, Facebook changed its policies regarding stock option issuances to employees. This might have been a tactic to prevent reaching the 500-shareholder mark, at
which point companies are required to report financial information with the SEC. The Facebook Board of Directors agreed to begin issuing restricted-stock units to employees,
essentially requiring the company to go public for these RSU holders to exercise and become shareholders.
By early 2008, Facebook's board of directors saw two new additions. Zuckerberg invited Netscape co-founder Marc Andreessen and Washington Post Company Chairman
Donald Graham to join the board. Although the two new board members would bring trusted opinions, Zuckerberg maintained voting control of their seats.
Early 2008: ConnectU Settlement & COO Sheryl Sandberg
In February 2008, ConnectU reported receiving $65 million from Facebook in a settlement after suing the social network for intellectual property and ConnectU's source code.
In early March 2009, Facebook's director of business development, Netanel Jacobsson, and developer Charlie Cheever left the company. Some of the employees who had left
have shared that it was due to Mark Zuckerberg's highly demanding persona.
In March 2008, Facebook expanded its management team and brought Sheryl Sandberg on board to serve as Chief Operations Officer. According to Zuckerberg, the company
had no formal intention to bring on a COO prior to Sandberg's hire. Prior to Facebook, Sandberg was VP of Global Online Sales and Operations at Google.
2008-2009: Debt Financing, Facebook Connect, & An Attempt to Acquire Twitter
On May 12, 2008, TriplePoint Capital announced that it had provided $100 million in debt financing to Facebook. TriplePoint Capital had previously provided more than $30
million of debt financing to Facebook prior and had been the sole provider of debt financing to a number of other high profile companies such as YouTube, Slide, and Adify (for
more funding information, please see PrivCo's Funding Table for Facebook).
In the financing deal, Facebook gave up no equity and intended to spend the capital on upgrading their infrastructure and purchasing new servers. The $100 million in debt
financing could have potentially purchased up to 50,000 servers, a large upgrade from Facebook's estimated 10,000 that were currently in operation.
In May 2008, Zuckerberg unveiled Facebook Connect at its F8 event, allowing users to sign onto other Web sites, gaming systems, and mobile devices with their Facebook
account, which serves as a digital passport of sorts.
Over a span of a few weeks in October and November of 2008, Facebook was in talks with Twitter to acquire the company. Facebook had allegedly bid to acquire Twitter for
$500 million of its stock (at the $15 billion valuation it had received prior) and a cash component. The deal, however, failed in part due to Twitter's belief that Facebook's valuation
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was inflated; the acquisition never happened.
Early 2009: Facebook's First Dedicated Data Center & The Need For Financing
In January 2009, Facebook moved into Digital Realty Trust's 1201 Comstock Street to respond to continued growth. In addition to its first exclusive data center, Facebook
occupied space at three other data centers in the United States: Switch & Data's PAIX in Palo Alto, Terremark's NAP West in Santa Clara, and DuPont Fabros' ACC4 in Ashburn,
Virginia.
In February 2009, Facebook joined the OpenID board and added the "Like" feature. By the end of February, Facebook had reached 275 million active users worldwide, with 75
million international added in the prior three months, a 175% overall increase since the prior year.
By March 2009, Facebook began trying to secure up to $100 million in debt financing in the form of multiple credit lines. Its user base was growing at incredible rates and
Facebook had become the largest photo-sharing site on the web, creating a need for additional equipment to keep up with such massive storage needs. The debt financing was
intended to lease additional equipment, thus keeping up-front costs low and providing advantages compared to purchasing the equipment in the face of technological
development.
Reportedly, Facebook had considered a handful of large financial institutions during a credit crisis period for lenders, one of which being their primary commercial bank, Bank of
America. Facebook's credit line of $100 million from TriplePoint Capital in May 2008 had expired a few months prior as the company had drawn the available funds down to $40
million. TriplePoint Capital CEO Jim Labe stated that the two companies were in talks on whether TriplePoint would be able to offer Facebook additional credit in the future.
Also in March 2009, Facebook announced that it would be handing Marketplace, a classifieds section of the site, over to Oodle, which already operated MySpace's classifieds.
The actual switch took place in December 2009.
Spring 2009: Resignation of Gideon Yu & DST's $200 Million Investment
On March 31, 2009, Facebook announced the resignation of its Chief Financial Officer, Gideon Yu, but also announced it was on track to increase its revenue by 70% in 2009.
The company had also just achieved its fifth straight quarter of being EBITDA positive, and believed it would be cash flow positive by 2010. However, some 70% of Facebook's
members were international users, many of which are from countries that posed no real potential for advertising revenue in the near-term.
Although Facebook was soliciting investment offers, Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg noted on April 24, 2009 that Facebook had sufficient funding to overcome the
economic crisis:
"We could not be doing better financially. We absolutely do not need to take money. We might take money ? but it doesn't mean we need to."
Sandberg also stated that Facebook was in the process of integrating new forms of interactive advertising believed to increase annual sales by more than 70%. Sandberg, who
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had previously worked as Chief of Staff for the Treasury Department under President Bill Clinton, also forecasted a positive cash flow for 2010.
In May 2009, Digital Sky Technologies made a $200 million investment for preferred stock at a $10 billion valuation. The new funding from DST was likely necessary to cover the
photo-sharing costs, which Facebook had encountered through being the largest photo-sharing site on the web. In an effort to reduce these costs, a three-engineer crack team
orchestrated a more efficient, proprietary architecture in an initiative known as Haystack.
Also in May 2009, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg rejected a $200 million round of venture capital that valued the company at $8 billion. The rejection was seemingly due to the
fact that potential investors wanted board seats rather than the valuation amount. At this point, Zuckerberg controlled three seats on the five-seat board.
June 2009: New HQ & New CFO
By June 1, 2009, Facebook had finished moving into its new 150,000-square foot world headquarters in Palo Alto's Stanford Research Center. From this new headquarters, the
company launched Facebook Usernames in the same month, enabling Facebook users to claim a unique user name and Facebook URL.
Also in June 2009, Facebook had told investors that annual revenues would reach $550 million and in late June 2009, Facebook hired former Genentech CFO David Ebersman
as its replacement for Gideon Yu as CFO. Ebersman started at Facebook in September 2009.
Summer 2009: DST Gobbles Up Employee Shares & the Acquisition of FriendFeed
As of July 2009, Digital Sky Technologies began to offer $14.77 per share of employee share of common stock for up to $100 million, valuing Facebook at $6.5 billion. At the
time, SharesPost, a secondary market for the holdings, listed the highest offer at $14.42/share, valuing the company at $5 billion. Although Facebook company executives did not
qualify for the stock purchase program; Facebook investors and employees received the opportunity to sell some of their stock to Digital Sky Technologies, who would soon
amass 3.5% ownership. The Facebook common stock sale program allowed employees to sell up to 20% of their holdings.
In August 2009, Facebook acquired FriendFeed for $50 million (an estimated $15 million cash and $35 million in vested stock worth roughly $32.5 million based on a $6.5 million
for Facebook.) FriendFeed continued to operate independently.
Fall 2009: Cash Flow Positive & Bono Becomes a Shareholder
By the beginning of October 2009, Facebook had announced that it was free cash flow positive. One of the possible reasons that Facebook was able to do so ahead of schedule
is the use of self-serve advertising. A self-serve ad allows an advertiser to pinpoint and target an exact demographic.
In November 2009, private equity firm Elevation Partners purchased around $90 million in Facebook common stock at roughly $20/share on the secondary market. A $90 million
stock purchase at $20/share would value the company at just under $9 billion and give Elevation Partners a 1% stake. The firm would later purchase another $120 million worth
of Facebook stock on the secondary market in June 2010 (for more information, please see PrivCo's M&A Table for Facebook). Elevation Partners was co-founded by Bono who
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serves as the firm's Managing Director.
December 2009: Privacy Backlash
In December 2009, Facebook made changes to its privacy policies, making a large portion of Facebook users' profile content public by default. Privacy advocates and swarms of
Facebook's users swiftly objected and Facebook eventually responded in Spring 2010 with a simplified version of the privacy settings.
2010: New Data Center
In January 2010, Facebook announced plans to build its first company-owned data center in Prineville, Oregon. The 147,000-square-foot data center cost $175 million and was
used to store and route information posted by Facebook users. Facebook planned to use evaporative cooling technology to prevent its servers from overheating as opposed to
the use of expensive water-cooling towers that the company uses at its other data centers. During its first 12 months of construction, the data center employed 200 workers. 35
employees worked at the data center thereafter. In order to help lure Facebook to Prineville, incredibly kind property-tax incentives were offered.
January 2010: Looking to Facebook Payments for Growth
In late January 2010, Facebook began developing its payment operations team. Now, Facebook's payment system centers around Facebook Credits. Developers are required to
use Facebook Credits (as opposed to other virtual currencies). Facebook charges a 30% fee on any transaction using Facebook credits. For 2010 alone, Facebook is believed to
have generated around $200 million from its payment system.
February 2010: Scoring a Key Patent & Grant of Tax Incentives
In February 2010, Facebook was awarded a major patent for "Dynamically providing a news feed about a user of a social network". The patent pertains to implicit actions that are
stories about the actions of a user's friends. The application was submitted in 2006, before many other social networks had incorporated the feed as a major feature, potentially
giving Facebook legal leverage to force competing social networks to remove news feed functionality or pay a licensing fee to Facebook for use of the patent (please see
PrivCo's Facebook Exhibits Table for diagrams from the patent).
Also in February of 2010, Facebook was granted $1.6 million in combined state and city tax incentives to open an office in Austin, Texas. The new Austin office would lead to an
additional 200 employees, on top of the 1,200 currently employed by Facebook at the time.
March-April 2010: IPO on the Horizon & Acquisition of Divvyshot
By March 2010, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg had publicly acknowledged the company's obligation to its shareholders and employees to inevitably go public but noted that
there would be no rush towards an IPO. Zuckerberg was able to provide a partial exit option to shareholders longing for returns and had set up a dual-class voting structure to
insulate himself from public shareholders. Zuckerberg's tight management style and firm control of strategic decisions has both led Facebook to its current successes and led to
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discussions of whether or not he will build a management team that can challenge him.
In April 2010, Facebook acquired Divvyshot Inc., a start-up that developed a new way for people to share photos. Sam Odio and the start-up's staff joined Facebook to work on
Facebook Photos.
Spring 2010: Open Graph & "Connecting to Everything You Care About"
In Spring 2010, Facebook unveiled Open Graph. The Open Graph protocol enables the integration of "Like" and "Share" on other websites. Whenever a user clicks a "Like"
button on a web page, a connection is made between the page and the user and the liked object appears in the "Likes and Interests" section of the user's profile.
From Spring 2010 forward, Facebook began to spill onto other websites, enabling its users "Like" products or information as well as to share information from pages they browse
on their Facebook profiles. One of Facebook's chief competitors, Twitter, had already begun allowing its users to log into Twitter from other websites with its @anywhere feature.
The move also brought Facebook into more direct competition with Google.
By integrating "Share" and "Like" buttons on other sites across the web, Facebook enabled itself to track user's preferences, in turn allowing the company to share such data with
marketers and publishers.
In April 2009, Facebook added Community Pages, a new type of Facebook Page dedicated to a topic or experience that is owned collectively by the community connected to it.
Just like official Pages for businesses, organizations and public figures, Community Pages allows its users connect with others who share similar interests and experiences.
Community Pages was longed with a long-term goal to make each page a collection of shared knowledge on a topic.
While many of Facebook's users had decided to share information, such as likes and interests, the company noticed that more than three times as many of its users had
connected to Facebook Pages, such as those for bands, non-profits, universities or anything else. As a result, the company linked these Facebook Pages to each corresponding
user's profile as a connection, making the user's profile visible to all others sharing the same Facebook Pages connection.
May 2010: Another Privacy Backlash, Declining Traffic in Key Markets
On May 26, 2010, Zuckerberg responded to user comments and concerns about privacy by announcing that Facebook would introduce simpler and more powerful controls for
sharing personal information. The new settings would significantly simplify those that were previously unveiled (which included around 150 options) and any changes made to a
user's settings would be applied retroactively to everything the user had published previously on their profile. Further, Facebook gave users the option to turn off its "instant
personalization" feature, which it had recently unveiled alongside the Open Graph.
The first user declines took place in May 2010 with drops in North America, the United Kingdom, and Norway. According to Inside Facebook Gold, Facebook's U.S. audience fell
from 155.2 million to 149.4 million at that time. Continued growth can be primarily attributed to developing countries such as Brazil, India, and Indonesia. Many Brazilian
Facebook users had already been active on Google's Orkut for several years prior to adopting a Facebook profile.
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In June 2010, Facebook limited the information accessible by applications in Canada to public parts of a user's profile after an investigation by the Canadian Privacy
Commissioner.
Summer 2010: Gaining Market Share & An Acq-hire Spree
Acquisition of Sharegrove
In late May 2010, Facebook announced the acquisition of Sharegrove, a start-up that utilized Facebook Connect to create private chat groups and enable users to share links
and media with their Facebook friends. Sharegrove closed up shop on June 1, 2010 and its team was brought onboard at Facebook.
Strategic Partnership With MOL Global & Acquisition of Friendster Patents
On July 8, 2010, MOL Global announced a strategic partnership with Facebook that would make it easier and more convenience for Facebook users in Asia to purchase virtual
goods in online games and applications on Facebook.
Under the agreement, MOL Global's wholly-owned subsidiary MOL AccessPortal became a payment provider for Facebook Credits, enabling Facebook members to buy Credits
using MOLPoints on Facebook and on MOL's website, MOL.com. The partnership would make the purchase of Facebook Credits more convenient in Asia, a region where
consumers relied more on offline prepaid cards than credit cards to purchase digital goods and services.
Aside from the Facebook Credits benefits from the partnership, Facebook likely struck the deal as a move to acquire Friendster's portfolio of patents, which MOL Global was in
possession of after acquiring Friendster in 2009. Facebook acquired 7 patents and 11 pending patents from MOL Global in August 2010 for $40 million. The patents cover
making social network connections, sharing on a social network, etc. By gaining possession of the patents, Facebook could both use them to defend against litigation or to move
to attack smaller players that may gain market share in the social media space.
Acquisition of Hot Potato
In July 2010, Facebook acquired Hot Potato, a Brooklyn-based social media start-up that offered check-in services for places, events, and virtual events. Less than two months
after the acquisition, Hot Potato closed down its operations and its staff joined the Facebook team (for more M&A details, please see PrivCo's M&A Table for Facebook).
Beta Launch of Facebook Questions
On July 28, 2010, Facebook launched the beta version of Facebook Questions. Facebook Questions allowed Facebook users to post and answer questions, a service that
seemed to compete with Quora.com, which was launched by former Facebook employees Adam D'Angelo and Charlie Cheever.
Acquisition of Chai Labs
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In August 2010, Facebook acquired Chai Labs, a Mountain View, California-based start-up that created content management systems for publishers. Gokul Rajaram, who
originally helped launch Google AdSense, founded Chai Labs and the Chai Labs team joined the Facebook team (for more M&A details, please see PrivCo's M&A Table for
Facebook).
Launch of Check-In Functionality Feature: Places
In August 2010, Facebook launched Places, a feature that allowed members to share their physical location from a GPS-enabled mobile device application. Facebook Places
was launched with the strictest privacy settings that the company had unveiled in a long time with the default set so that only Facebook friends can see a user's check-ins. Places
seemed to directly compete with location-based services companies Foursquare and Gowalla.
Acquisition of Nextstop
In September 2010, Facebook acquired online travel review site Nextstop. The acquisition appeared to be yet another acq-hire as Nextstop closed down operations on
September 1, 2010 and its co-founders were each high-profile Google alums: Adrian Graham (helped launch Google Groups) and Carl Sjogreen (helped create Google
Calendar) each joined the Facebook team as part of the acquisition.
October 2010: The Social Network Movie
On October 1, 2010, The Social Network opened at the New York Film Festival. The film, which was written by Aaron Sorkin and directed by David Fincher, is a Hollywood
depiction of Zuckerberg and the founding of Facebook.
October 2010: Search Engine Deals With Microsoft and Yandex
On October 14, 2010, Microsoft and Facebook announced a partnership to improve Microsoft's Bing search engine's results by utilizing Facebook users' social connections. Four
days later, on October 18, Facebook announced a similar deal with Yandex, Russia's largest search engine. The two search engines would have access to all of the public
information about a user and their Facebook friends.
Aside from integrating Facebook's "instant personalization" feature, which allows users to share information from a web page on their Facebook account or "Like" an article or
product on the page, Bing will also be displaying search results based upon the activity of their Facebook friends.
Yandex's front page hosts a Facebook widget and the company's own instant messaging service Ya.Online informs its users of new notifications on the networking website. In
addition, Yandex now adds the data from Facebook into its blog search index improving its international search and boosting new, recently created pages' indexing. Specifically,
Facebook now provides Yandex with a syndication feed that gathers information about updates on its Pages and profiles created to represent public figures, businesses or
organizations.
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October 2010: Application-Related Privacy Concerns
On October 6, 2010, Facebook released a control panel for application privacy settings, thus allowing users to decide how much information they would like to share about
themselves or their friends when using applications. The settings, however, do not allow the user to see what information their friends have authorized to share about them.
Facebook enables Apps to access users' unique Facebook IDs, which could potentially be used to look up a user's real name and the information the users display as public.
Many of the applications on Facebook had been transmitting Facebook IDs to advertising and data firms, some of which used the unique codes to build profiles of internet users
by tracking their online activities (until Spring 2010, Facebook had done the same).
U.S. Reps. Edward Markey (D., Mass.) and Joe Barton (R., Texas) wrote a letter to Zuckerberg shortly after the privacy control panel release, stating their concerns in regards to
user privacy and requesting Facebook respond with its plans for a resolution.
November 2010: "The future of communication is not email" & NC Data Center
In November 2010, Facebook announced that it would begin rolling out a new messaging system within the following months on an invite-only basis that would integrate e-mail,
SMS, and Facebook messages into a single online application, allowing users to use an "@facebook.com" address if they choose. Although many tech enthusiasts have already
dubbed it the "Gmail killer", the product is modeled more after chat than email.
Also in November 2010, Facebook launched a new data center in North Carolina. The coal-powered data center would create over 250 jobs during its 18-month construction
phase and would then employ between 35 and 45 workers. Facebook is likely to receive a generous set of tax incentives to help outweigh the data centers $450 million price tag.
November 2010: Sync With MySpace & Trademark of "Face"
News Corp.'s MySpace was once the top social media site on the Internet but fell to Facebook in 2009?and has since continued its decline behind Facebook's growth. Since
passing the torch, MySpace has begun rebranding itself as the "social entertainment" leader by algorithmically suggesting music and games to its users based on their interests.
In August 2010, MySpace unveiled a "sync" feature, which allowed users to display their MySpace status on their Facebook page. Then in November 2010, in an agreement with
Facebook, MySpace began allowing users to sign up for their site through an existing Facebook account and, in return, would begin to feature Facebook's "Like" button on its
own site.
Also in November 2010, the U.S. Patent And Trademark Office had agreed to grant Facebook a trademark for the word "Face".
December 2010: Facebook's New Profile Page
In December 2010, Facebook gave users the option to switch to a new profile page, which was rolled out to all Facebook users in January 2011.
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The new profile placed the user-edited fields front and center as if to suggest that users should fill out more information about themselves. In addition to a new "infinite scroll"
feature, which automatically updates a page with further information by preventing the user from having to click "more" as they user reach the end of a form, the new profile
included:
A summary of who users are at the top of their profiles including where users live, work and grew up
A row of recently tagged photos
Room to highlight meaningful friendships such as teammates, co-workers or roommates as well as the ability to tag friends in important life experiences
More types of favorite activities and interests
Facebook Credits Usage Requirement Provided One-Time Jolt In 2010, Making Second Half 2011 Growth Rates Increasingly Difficult
For the first half of 2011, Facebook achieved approximately 90% revenue growth over the first half of 2010. Despite the impressive figure, this growth rate fell short of virtually all
internal and external projections. In addition, this growth rate was achieved by the Company in part due to a phasing in of requirements for game developers to use Facebook
Credits instead of their own virtual currencies. Facebook's mid-2010 introduction of Facebook Credits has contributed hundreds of millions of dollars in new revenue. Because
much of the 90% revenue growth resulted from $200 million in virtual goods revenue, PrivCo expects that Facebook's revenue growth during the second half of 2011 will continue
to slow.
Facebook's relatively flat user growth will put a ceiling on how much its revenues can grow for the second half of 2011. Unless Facebook's revenue nearly doubles in the second
half of 2011 over its first half 2011, there is no mathematical probability that Facebook, Inc. will achieve the market's revenue expectations of greater than $4.5 billion in 2011
revenue.
January 2011: Goldman's Special Purpose Vehicle
In December 2010, Goldman Sachs and Digital Sky Technologies came together to invest a combined $500 million in Facebook at a $50 billion valuation. Further, Goldman
unveiled its plans to work around the Securities and Exchanges Commission's 500-share-holder threshold reporting requirements. By creating a special purpose investment
vehicle and selling units to high net worth clients, Goldman intended to invest $1.5 billion into Facebook as if it were coming from a single investor. For qualified investors that
were interested in investing in the Delaware entity called FBDC Investors LP, Goldman would charge a 4% placement fee and 5% of any investment profits, in addition to an
annual servicing fee likely to be in the ballpark of 2%.
In early January 2011, Goldman sent hand-delivered copies of a 101-page private placement memorandum to a select group of its clients, providing a glimpse of Facebook's
financials. According to unnamed individuals claiming to have received a copy of the PPM, Facebook had earned $355 million in net income and $1.2 billion in revenue for the
first nine months of 2010. The documents disclosed that Facebook would cross the 500-shareholder mark in 2010 and therefore would be required to report with the SEC by the
end of April 2012. Investors in the deal would be required to hold onto their shares until 2013.
Within a week of sending out the PPM and urging its top American clients to invest, Goldman bankers began breaking the news that there would be no domestic investors in
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FBDC Investors LP. What was meant to be a quiet offering became a public spectacle and the investment bank feared legal action for potential violation of U.S. security laws as
private placements are not legally allowed to be advertised or publicly solicited. Therefore, non-U.S. Goldman clients now have the investment opportunity.
In either aspect, Goldman is a likely lead underwriter candidate for Facebook's eventual IPO and Facebook may be likely to negotiate lower underwriting fees as a result of the
media spotlight.
January 2011: Sharing Phone Numbers & Addresses With Mobile Accounts
In January 2011, Facebook announced in its Facebook Developers blog that it had disabled a feature that shared its users' phone numbers and addresses with third party
applications. The feature had been created to allow users to, for example, easily share their address and mobile phone number with a shopping site to streamline the checkout
process, or sign up to receive up-to-the-minute alerts on special deals directly to their mobile phones. Facebook announced plans to re-enable the feature a few weeks later.
In late January 2011, Facebook acquired Seattle-based Rel8tion, a mobile advertising campaign service, which had been founded only nine months prior. In a press release,
Facebook stated that the deal was talent-based and CTO Bret Taylor has noted that mobile will be the primary focus for the Facebook platform in 2011.
March 2011: Facebook Payments Subsidiary Officially Created
In March 2011, Facebook created an official subsidiary, Facebook Payments, Inc., to handle payments on its network and operate Facebook Credits. The Facebook Payments
subsidiary was incorporated under Florida state law.
March 2011: Acquisitions of Beluga and Snaptu
On March 2, 2011, Facebook acquired Beluga, a group messaging start-up that enabled its users to send instant messages, photos, and locations to groups of people and
across multiple platforms. The Beluga technology continued to develop as part of a mobile group messaging initiative within Facebook. Beluga's standalone service was shut
down, signaling another acq-hire transaction by Facebook.
On March 20, 2011, Facebook acquired Snaptu, an Israeli start-up that creates Java-based mobile applications accessible to people that don't own a smartphone. At the point of
acquisition, Snaptu's applications were compatible with over 2,500 mobile devices. Snaptu was founded by Ran Makavy and Barak Naveh and had received venture capital from
Carmel Ventures and Sequoia Capital.
March 2011: Employee Terminated For Involvement in Insider Trading
In late May 2011, Facebook terminated Michael Brown, a corporate development manager at the company. Brown had been purchasing Facebook's stock through secondary
market auctions, which Facebook had previously communicated was insider trading and a terminable offense. Sources say that Brown had purchased the shares in September
2010. Prior to joining Facebook, Michael Brown was a principal at Foundation Capital.
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April 2011: Acquisition of Data Visualization Company Daytum
On April 27, 2011, Facebook acquired Daytum, a New York-based data visualization company. Daytum's two team members, Nicholas Felton and Ryan Case, joined the
Facebook staff in Palo Alto, California. Daytum was founded in 2010 to create an intuitive tool for counting and communicating personal statistics.
April 2011: Facebook Announces Plans to Move Headquarters to Menlo Park, California
In April 2011, Facebook submitted a proposal for its new headquarters site to the Menlo Park, California city council. (Menlo Park borders Palo Alto to the north.) The campus
consists of two sites: East Campus, which totals nine buildings and over 1 million square feet on 57 acres, and; West Campus, which sits on 22 acres. By 2017, Facebook plans
to employ up to 9,200 people at this location.
Facebook intends to construct tenant improvements to the East Campus buildings and occupy the buildings up to a maximum of 3,600 employees pursuant to a prior City
approval. Concurrent with the tenant improvements, Facebook is applying for an amendment to existing land use approvals to eliminate the maximum employee cap and
substitute a vehicular trip cap. Facebook also proposes to enter into a Development Agreement with the City to create vested rights in project approvals, address implementation
of the proposed design and infrastructure improvements in the project area, and specify benefits to the City. For the West Campus, Facebook does not intend to submit a
development application at this time. Rather, Facebook intends for the environmental review to study the maximum development potential for the site consistent with the current
M-2 (General Industrial) maximum Floor Area Ratio of 45 percent, but in excess of the maximum 35-foot building height.
April 2011: T-Mobile Launches Bobsled Application Enabling Free Calls Through Facebook
In mid-April 2011, T-Mobile released Bobsled, an application that enables people to make free voice calls to their Facebook friends who are on Facebook chat and leave both
public and private voice messages as wall posts.
May 2011: Facebook Re-Enters China After Ban in 2009
In May 2011, Facebook announced plans to launch in China and abide by Chinese law. Since being banned in 2009, Chinese social media site Renren has announced plans to
go public in the U.S. at a $4 billion valuation. To properly comply with Chinese law, Facebook plans to partner with a Chinese search engine, most likely Baidu, which will enforce
proper censorship and compliance with Chinese laws.
May 2011: Facebook Includes Pages in Photo Tags
In May 2011, Facebook included the ability to tag Facebook Pages in photos. Facebook Pages are typically reserved for celebrities, companies, and brands. By enabling users to
tag Pages in their own photo albums, a Page owner's brand gains the opportunity to spread throughout that individual's social network.
May 2011: Facebook Begins "Hackamonth" Program
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In an effort to keep talented employees engaged, Facebook created an internal program known as "Hackamonth". Hackamonth enables any engineer within the company who
has been on the same team for more than one year to transfer to a different team or project within the company for one month, at the end of which, the engineer is able to decide
whether to stay on the new team or return to his former position.
May 2011: Release of the Send Button
In May 2011, Facebook released the Send button. While similar in appearance and placement to the Like button, the Send button enables users to send a web page or Facebook
Page to a friend. The functionality also includes the ability to Send items to external email addresses. In a nutshell, Send provides a Facebook user with the ability to share
something with a specific recipient or group of recipients rather than their entire Friend List.
May 2011: Facebook Scores Digital Media Tagging Patent
In May 2011, Facebook obtained a patent for the method that the social networking site enables users to tag specific sections within a piece of digital media, connecting it to
another. The patent is aptly named "Tagging digital media" and was filed nearly five years prior.
May 2011: Energy Future Holdings EVP to Run Facebook's Washington Office
In May 2011, Facebook hired Joel Kaplan to run its office in Washington, D.C. Kaplan had previously served as an executive vice president at Energy Future Holdings where he
was in charge of the company's public policy and external affairs, and was George W. Bush's deputy chief of staff prior.
Facebook also announced the hiring of Myriah Jordan, who formerly served as general counsel to Senator Richard Burr, Republican of North Carolina.
Other Facebook team members with backgrounds in Washington include COO Sheryl Sandberg, former chief of staff to a Treasury secretary during the Clinton administration,
and Ted Ullyot, former clerk for Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia.
May 2011: Bing Integrates Social Variable in Search Results with Facebook
In May 2011, Microsoft's search engine, Bing, began to integrate socially influenced search results. When a user is logged into both Bing and Facebook, the search algorithms on
Bing began to take into account items that the user's friends had liked or shared on Facebook.
May 2011: Facebook Stock Sells at $87.5 Billion Valuation on SharesPost
On May 26th, 2011, 100,000 shares of Facebook's Class B Common Stock sold at a $35.00 clearing price in a secondary market auction on SharesPost, up $3 per share on the
price in SharesPost's auction in April 2011. Assuming a total outstanding shares figure of 2.5 billion, Facebook had reached an $87.5 billion valuation.
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The rise in perceived value could be attributed to LinkedIn's successful May 2011 initial public offering and sources that cited that Facebook was exceeding growth forecasts.
Among the figures circulated, Facebook was rumored to be on track to generate more than $2 billion in EBITDA for 2011.
June 2011: Reed Hastings Joins Board of Directors
In late June 2011, Netflix CEO Reed Hastings joined Facebook's board of directors.
Hastings had led Netflix through its initial public offering in May 2002, illustrating a pragmatic decision for Facebook to add him to its now six-member board of directors given
2012 IPO plans. Hastings is also the lead independent director on the board of directors for Microsoft, one of Facebook's shareholders.
As of November 2011, Facebook's board of directors includes the following: Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook), Reed Hastings (Netflix), Marc Andreessen (Andreessen Horowitz), Jim
Breyer (Accel Partners), Peter Thiel (Founder's Fund), and Donald Graham (Washington Post Company).
June 2011: Privacy Concerns Over Facial Recognition Software in Photo-Tagging
In early June 2011, Facebook began to face resistance to the facial recognition software integrated in the social network's photo-tagging technology, called "Tag Suggestions",
which it had gradually phased in across the globe over the months prior. When a Facebook user uploads a photo album, the facial recognition technology scans the faces in the
album against other photos in which the user's friends had already been identified. Objections emerged from data protection regulators in the European Union, the Information
Commissioner's Office of Britain, and other privacy groups across the world.
July 2011: Facebook Surpasses 750 Million Member Mark
Although returning visits had begun to plateau, and even drop in key markets like the United States, Facebook announced that it had crossed the 750 million worldwide member
mark in early July 2011.
Competitive Threat From Google+
In July 2011 Google launched a competing service, Google+ (aka Google Plus), with privacy features, including the ability to separate friends and shared posts into separate
circles. The launch proved to be the greatest competitive threat to date to Facebook.
Google+ launched dramatically. According to PrivCo sources inside Google, Google+ passed 30 million registered users as of August 8th, barely 5 weeks after its launch.
Facebook sources tell PrivCo that management was caught offguard by the rapid adoption of Google+. In mid-August 2011, Mark Zuckerberg ordered a "lock down" (Facebook's
internal term for requiring tech staff to work virtually all night, 7 days per work week until a new technology feature set is coded and goes live). In the latest lockdown, sources told
PrivCo that Facebook engineers coded features similar to those of Google+, primarily those addressing long ignored privacy-related concerns.
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Google+ Games, which was released on August 11, 2011, could also absorb a major source of Facebook revenue. Google can do this by undercutting Facebook through lower
fees. Developers for Google+ Games will initially pay only 5% on revenues as opposed to the 30% that Facebook demands. This fee is forecasted to rise to about 20%. Luring
game developers onto the Google+ platform will directly affect Facebook's virtual good revenues and indirectly affect advertising revenues as Internet gamers migrate to Google+
to follow their favorite games.
"Facebook opened the window for Google to step into by demanding such onerous terms from social games developers on Facebook," says Sam Hamadeh, CEO at PrivCo.
"These terms include abruptly demanding a 30% cut of developers' revenues by requiring all payments to go through Facebook Credits. This has generated tremendous
animosity in the social games developer community. Facebook overreached, and now Google Games is well positioned to capitalize on the opportunity by offering games
developers vastly lower pricing terms, and no exclusivity and ownership of their own IP (intellectual property)."
Despite Google's strategies to appeal to both game developers and social network users, Google+ user acquisition slowed significantly following its Summer 2011 launch. In five
weeks, the new social network lured in 30 million users, but took another two months to rope in the next 10 million. During the Packers vs. Lions Thanksgiving 2011 football
game, Google+ was featured in a 90-second commercial. The commercial, which highlighted Google+'s "Circles" feature, received mixed reactions. Some in the tech world
considered the commercial desperate, noting that Facebook has never had to air a commercial to gain new users.
August 2011: Facebook Valuation Suffers First Consecutive Drop
In August 2011, Facebook suffered its first-ever consecutive decline in private markets. Facebook's August 16 drop to $33 per share in secondary market auctions had
essentially erased nearly $5 billion in the company's value, reducing Facebook's valuation to the same price it had received in March 2011. In response to new competition and
declining user activity, Facebook announced that it would be rolling out new privacy features on Thursday, August 25, 2011. Facebook's privacy changes signal that the company
had become more attentive to its users, but only after years of doing otherwise and influenced by the threat of competition from Google+.
September 2011: Facebook Substantial Redesign; "Timeline" Launched
In September 2011, Facebook announced a significant redesign at its f8 developers' conference, centered around the themes of "Read, Watch, Listen." Among the significant
changes include integrating streaming music and video purchase and subscription options into users' Facebook profiles, providing the ability to stream friends' updates and
newsfeeds in real time, including articles those friends have just read, songs they have just listened to, and videos they have just viewed. In addition, Facebook re-organized
users' profiles around a Timeline, a virtual scrapbook showing a user's events, photos and network additions from birth to the present day. The changes were met with mixed
reviews.
In conjunction with Facebook's redesign, the company also announced partnerships with several media content companies, including The Washington Post Company for news
articles, Netflix for streaming movie rentals, and Spotify for music sales.
October 2011: Facebook for iPad
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In October 2011, Facebook introduced its long-awaited iPad Application. Acclaimed new features included the ability to view HD Videos and connect to other devices.
November 2011: More IPO Rumors
In November 2011, inside sources at Facebook said that the social network was then considering an IPO some time between April and June 2012, planning to raise $10 billion at
a $100 billion valuation. The firm was reportedly developing an in-house prospectus for the offering, and CFO David Ebersman has made statements regarding his skepticism
about the value added by an investment bank for Facebook's IPO.
December 2011: Facebook amps up location technology for Timeline product
In early December 2011, inside sources revealed that Facebook Inc. had acquired Gowalla, a location-based social networking company. Facebook already offers location
tagging, but the employees at Gowalla will apparently be joining Facebook's timeline team. Around the time of the Gowalla acquisition, Facebook started prompting users to
confirm the locations of photo albums, apparently in preparation for the integration of location tagging into the Timeline product.
Timeline rolled out globally in December 2011 for users who wanted the feature. (After activating, users have a 7 day review period to delete actions from Timeline).
Facebook Moves Into New Headquarters Campus
In December 2011, Facebook completed the move into its new headquarters in Menlo Park, a one-million square foot campus housing just over 2,000 of its employees. The new
corporate headquarters at 1601 Willow Road in Menlo Park consists of an east and west campus, with only the former currently in use. The west campus remains undeveloped,
but future development on the campus would bring capacity to as many as 9,400 employees.
The move began during the summer with 500 employees relocating to the east campus, which is the former home of Sun Microsystems.
Yahoo vs. Facebook Patent Litigation
In March 2012, rival Yahoo sued Facebook alleging patent infringement on numerous patents held by Yahoo. In April 2012, Facebook unexpectedly countersued Yahoo alleging
that Yahoo is infringing on Facebook patents. (See PrivCo Exhibits: Facebook, Inc. for the original Yahoo vs. Facebook lawsuit Complaint document, and the Yahoo v. Facebook:
Facebook Counterclaims document in PDF format, including accompanying patent filing exhibits related to Facebook's patent infringement claims against Yahoo.)
Instagram Acquisition
In April 2012, Facebook acquired photo-sharing application Instagram for $1 billion dollars. This was Facebook's largest acquisition to date and unlike Facebook's previous "acqhire" purchases. Instagram did not have revenues or a business model at the time of acquisition, and the acquisition was a reactive measure to Instagram's rapid growth in photosharing.
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AOL Patent Acquisition
Facebook acquired 650 AOL patents for $550 million that it had bid on and failed to acquire originally from that deal's winner, Microsoft. The patent acquisition is useful in
Facebook's pending lawsuit filed by Yahoo.
Facebook's IPO Path
After filing for its IPO in February 2012, Facebook offered an initial price range of $28-$35 in April 2012, with an expectation of selling 337.4 million Class A shares.
Facebook's shares are registered under the ticker "FB" on the NASDAQ exchange. FB shares will go public on May 18, 2012.
Facebook amended this price range in May 2012 to a new price range of $34-$38/share. This amendment came following Facebook's admission that its disappointing Q1 2012
results were caused by rapidly growing mobile usage and its failure to monetize that format.
Opportunities Moving Forward
Mobile Growth
Out of Facebook's nearly 800 million active users, roughly 35% access the site from a mobile device. Facebook's iPad application launch poses further opportunities for revenue
growth.
Expansion Into China
In May 2011, Facebook announced plans to launch in China and abide by Chinese law. In order to properly comply with Chinese law, Facebook plans to partner with a Chinese
search engine, most likely Baidu, which will enforce proper censorship and compliance with Chinese laws. Given Facebook's current successes in emerging market countries
with large populations such as Mexico, Brazil, and India, the company could see a material increase in growth by launching in China.
Third-Party Media Plug-Ins, Expanded Use of Facebook Credits
In April 2011, Facebook cited the positive effects a particular brand or product may witness when a user shares a related purchase they'd made with their Facebook friends. In
one example, each time that a user shared that they had purchased an event ticket from Ticketmaster, others within their network spent an additional $5.30 on products from the
same vendor.
Additional partnerships outside of e-commerce could potentially provide additional and significant streams of revenue for Facebook. A deal with an online music provider such as
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Spotify and Pandora or an online video partnership with a provider such as Netflix could allow users to stream music or video on the Facebook platform. In addition to the
valuable data and analytics, partnerships of the sort could potentially increase return visits and average time on site as well as provide additional opportunities for Facebook to
gain 30% on Facebook Credits transactions.
In late June 2011, Netflix CEO Reed Hastings joined Facebook's board of directors.
Hastings had led Netflix through its initial public offering in May 2002, certainly a practical decision for Facebook to add him to its now six-member board of directors if they plan
to go public in 2012. Hastings is also the lead independent director on the board of directors for Microsoft, one of Facebook's shareholders.
Increased Influence in Washington
Historically, Facebook has run into a number of legal issues in regard to privacy. Increased influence with the government may help to alleviate future issues and concerns.
In April 2011, President Barack Obama paid a visit to Facebook's headquarters in Palo Alto. President Obama fielded questions from Facebook staff and from Facebook users
tuning in with Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg acting as moderator.
In May 2011, Facebook hired Joel Kaplan to run its office in Washington, D.C. Kaplan had previously served as an executive vice president at Energy Future Holdings where he
was in charge of the company's public policy and external affairs, and was George W. Bush's deputy chief of staff prior.
Facebook also announced the hiring of Myriah Jordan, who formerly served as general counsel to Senator Richard Burr, Republican of North Carolina.
2011 Facebook Federal Trade Commission Settlement
In November 2011, Facebook, Inc. agreed to settle Federal Trade Commission allegations that the world's largest social networking site repeatedly deceived users and shared
their personal information without consent.
Without admitting wrongdoing, Facebook agreed to a tentative pact that requires the company to obtain users' express permission before changing settings that govern their
personal information, as part of a "comprehensive" program to protect users' privacy, which will be subject to independent audits for the next 20 years.
The settlement, which echoes recent FTC agreements with Google (GOOG) and Twitter, carries no specific penalties but provides that Facebook could be fined $16,000 a day
for any future violation of the pact.
Facebook Open Engineering Office in New York City
In December 2011, Facebook, Inc. announced plans to open an engineering office in New York City (in addition to its local sales office). Facebook's New York City office is the
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company's first engineering office not located on the West Coast.
Facebook Upgrades Premium Ads
According to documents leaked late February 2012, Facebook plans to upgrade its premium ads campaign on February 29th 2012. The new Premium Ads Product will have a
larger format and more prominent placement on user profiles. The new ads boast 40% increase in engagement, 80% more likely to be remembered, and 16% increase in fan rate
culminating in an increase in purchase intent. Classic Premium Ads consisting of:
Premium Like (photo & video)
Premium Event (photo & video)
Video Comment
Premium Poll (photo & video)
will be phased out while Premium Standard and Marketplace Ads will remain unaffected.
In the new ad system, Advertisers can make one of 6 posts (status updates, photos, videos, links, questions, and events) and ads will be generated based on the content of the
post and targeted to an audience.
PRIVCO PRIVATE COMPANY FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: FACEBOOK, INC.
Concerns Moving Forward
Facebook Fatigue - Plateau and Decline of Returning Users in Key Markets
Facebook witnessed its first decline in May 2010 with drops in North America, the United Kingdom, and Norway. According to Inside Facebook, Facebook's U.S. audience fell
from 155.2 million to 149.4 million in May 2011 and decreased 8% in Canada. Continued growth can be primarily attributed to developing countries with large populations such as
Mexico, Brazil, India, and Indonesia.
Inside Facebook observes that once Facebook achieves a membership of roughly 50% of a country's total population, continued growth slows to a halt. After setting up profiles
and uploading photos, revisits from Facebook's earliest users begin to decline. The decrease in a user's desire to revisit can be attributed to a number of potential factors. While
some cite their Facebook friends lists were filled with meaningless relationships, others cite that the information their peers shared wasn't of importance to them. Additionally,
some users choose not to revisit due to privacy concerns and some early adopters move onto newer trendsetting offerings.
Decline in Ad Pricing
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Facebook's advertising performance has been on the rise and, according to comScore, consisted of roughly 30% of all online display ads in the United States for the first quarter
of 2011. While Facebook ads had historically cost less than its competitors, pricing had begun to rise over the course of 2010 and more so into 2011. However, in the spring of
2011, Facebook expanded its ad space to include three advertisement slots per page, up from two, a move that PrivCo predicts will counteract the trending increase in price per
advertisement on Facebook.com.
Emergence of Google+
Within only three weeks, Google+ began attracting valuable market share. Google's Facebook rival crossed the 20 million users mark, growing virally. PrivCo believes that
Google launched its social media product just in time for 2012 ad-budget planning season, forcing businesses to set aside portions of 2012 social-media budgets for Google+ at
Facebook's expense. And Google, (uncovered as a Zynga shareholder in Zynga's July 18, 2011 S-1/A filing), has plans on Google+ for social gaming?one of Facebook's largest
profit sources.
Given Facebook's strict requirements for all companies selling virtual goods on Facebook to use Facebook Credits for their transactions, which Facebook receives a 30%
commission on, new entrants like Google+ could viably provide a platform for virtual goods companies with more attractive options.
Google+ Games, which released on August 11, 2011, can also particularly damage a major source of revenue for Facebook. With the arrival of Google+ Games, Google+ can
now begin to undercut Facebook as an app development platform. Google+ Games developers will be paying a promotional 5% fee on revenues as opposed to the 30% that
Facebook demands.
PrivCo calculates that 1/3 of Facebook's revenues come from Facebook Credits, virtually all of which (90%) is used for social games (the remaining 2/3 of Facebook's overall
revenue is derived from advertising). This suggests that Google+ Games is directly attacking 1/3 of Facebook's revenues.
"Facebook opened the window for Google to step into by demanding such onerous terms from social games developers on Facebook," says Sam Hamadeh, CEO at PrivCo.
"These terms include abruptly demanding a 30% cut of developers' revenues by requiring all payments to go through Facebook Credits. This has generated tremendous
animosity in the social games developer community. Facebook overreached, and now Google Games is well positioned to capitalize on the opportunity by offering games
developers vastly lower pricing terms, and no exclusivity and ownership of their own IP (intellectual property)."
Increased competition from Google+, combined with other factors such as Facebook Fatigue will impact Facebook's ability to trade on private markets and, in turn, is likely to
delay Facebook's potential IPO.
Potential Loss of Business from Zynga, Either Directly or Inadvertently
On July 18, 2011, Zynga filed an amendment to its S-1 IPO filing with the Securities and Exchanges Commission. The updated filing included the developer addendum
agreement between Facebook and Zynga, which indicated how significant a reliance Zynga has on Facebook for traffic, advertising, and strategy (please see the Exhibits section
of this report for copies of said agreement). The agreement acknowledges "that [Facebook] desires to enable Zynga to build the Zynga Platform on top of the Facebook Platform,
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and ... amongst other goals ... [the parties will] work together to increase the number of users of each party's products and services."
Facebook allows Zynga to provide social gaming services on its platform in return for certain exclusivity rights on leading titles. Additionally, Facebook is "committed to set certain
growth targets for monthly unique users of Covered Zynga Games". Facebook also takes a 30% cut on all virtual goods sold by Zynga. While this may be a grey area in terms of
unfair competition, Zynga may potentially nullify its agreement in the future if another social platform were to emerge and offer more attractive terms.
Since Zynga's business health is so strongly related to that of Facebook, investors may view Zynga's performance as an indicator of how well Facebook is performing. Upon the
public disclosure of the developer addendum agreement between the two parties, Zynga's limited diversity of risk and heavy reliance on Facebook for its own financial
performance may dissuade investors. In the event that Zynga's IPO and subsequent public market performance were to fall short of expectations, Facebook may be inadvertently
and negatively affected.
Potential Loss of Investor Confidence in Private Stock Markets
New risks associated with Facebook's relationship with Zynga, the emergence of new competitors (namely, Google+), and user activity decline in key markets may leave private
market investors less likely to justify purchasing Facebook stock at an +$80 billion valuation in the near term. Due to the potentially bad publicity and dilution associated with a
"down round", Facebook would unlikely approve private stock transactions at a decline in value.
Facebook Credits Usage Requirement Provided One-Time Benefit In 2010, Making Second Half 2011 Growth Rates Increasingly Difficult
For the first half of 2011, Facebook achieved approximately 90% revenue growth over the first half of 2010. This growth rate fell short of all internal, external and investors'
projections. In addition, even this growth rate was achieved by the Company in part due to easier comparisons resulting from the absence of the recent Facebook Credits Usage
requirement for most of 2010's first half; Facebook's mid-year introduction of Facebook Credits required for all games and virtual goods sold on Facebook contributed at least
$300 million in new revenue, or an additional 20% of its revenue growth, most not present in its first half 2010. Given that in the second half of 2010 Facebook had largely already
implemented a new requirement that large games developers on Facebook require all payments via Facebook Credits - with Facebook's 30% fee of all games and virtual goods
sold - Facebook's 2011 second half will not benefit from this one time introduction of a new revenue source beyond its advertising revenue. As a result, Facebook's second half
growth rate is expected to be even lower than its first half, to as little as 50%, particularly in light of Zynga's recent disclosure that its users paying for games on declined year
over year (Zynga is by far Facebook Credits' largest revenue source). PrivCo therefore expects Facebook's full year revenue growth to slow to 69%....still impressive but far short
of its projections - an over $1 billion shortfall at a minimum from its original projections.
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
This lawsuit is a fraud. Overwhelming objective evidence proves that Paul Ceglia and
his co-conspirators have forged documents, fabricated emails and committed spoliation and
other egregious, bad faith acts of litigation misconduct. This case should be immediately
dismissed.
Ceglia is a convicted felon with a long history of running scams, in at least one case
through the use of forged documents. Last summer, based on Defendants’ substantial showing
of fraud, this Court granted expedited discovery to allow Defendants to assemble evidence that
Ceglia is perpetrating a fraud on the court based on his forged contract — the “Work for Hire
Document” — and the fabricated “emails” he claims to have exchanged with Zuckerberg.
Defendants told the Court that once they had gathered additional evidence confirming the fraud
through a forensic examination of Ceglia’s computers, email accounts, and the Work for Hire
Document itself, they would then move to dismiss this lawsuit.
The evidence is in. And it is devastating for Ceglia and his cohorts. As detailed below,
Defendants have now established — beyond any conceivable doubt and based on objective
scientific and forensic evidence — what common sense so powerfully demonstrates: the Work
for Hire Document is forged, the purported emails are fabrications, and this entire lawsuit
is a fraud and a lie. Ceglia and his co-conspirators have compounded their wrongdoing by
destroying and tampering with evidence, obstructing discovery, and defying court orders. They
have no right to continue their abuse of the judicial system in hopes of extorting a settlement
through their fraudulent scheme.
At the outset of this case, Mark Zuckerberg stated under oath that he never signed the
forged Work for Hire Document that Ceglia attached to his Complaint. Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc.
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No. 46) ¶ 5. He explained that he signed only an agreement to perform limited website
development work for a now-defunct company named StreetFax — an agreement that said
nothing about Facebook or any other social networking website. Id. ¶¶ 7-10. Ceglia responded
with a declaration in which he agreed that he and Zuckerberg signed only one agreement — but
he claimed that Zuckerberg’s account was false and that the agreement they signed was the Work
for Hire Document, not a contract that only concerned StreetFax. Ceglia Decl. (Doc. No. 65)
¶¶ 5-8.
This Court ordered Ceglia to make his computers available for inspection, and when
Defendants’ experts examined his hard drives, they made a case-ending discovery: they found
the authentic StreetFax Contract. It was stored as an attachment to two emails that Ceglia had
sent on March 3, 2004 from the ceglia@adelphia.net account to Jim Kole — an initial member of
StreetFax who at the time was a lawyer at the international law firm Sidley Austin. The subject
line of Ceglia’s first email to Kole read: “page 1 of 2 for Streetfax contract w mark”; the subject
line of his second email read: “2 of 2 for streetfax contract.” Exactly as Zuckerberg had
attested, the authentic StreetFax Contract concerned only StreetFax — it said nothing about
Facebook. See Report of Stroz Friedberg, LLC (Declaration of Alexander H. Southwell dated
March 26, 2012 (“Southwell Decl.”), Ex. A) (“Stroz Friedberg Report”), at 11-14.
The discovery of the StreetFax Contract left no doubt about the nature and extent of
Ceglia’s crime. He had created the forged Work for Hire Document by doctoring the text of
page 1 of the StreetFax Contract, adding in provisions purportedly giving him ownership of
Facebook, then appended the doctored page 1 to the authentic page 2 of the StreetFax Contract
(or a close facsimile thereof) — the page that contained Zuckerberg’s signature.

2
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During expedited discovery, Ceglia initially tried to conceal the hard drive containing the
StreetFax Contract. When Defendants found the StreetFax Contract during their forensic
examination and exposed his fraud for all the world to see, Ceglia played the last, desperate card
in his hand — he asserted that Zuckerberg and his lawyers had created a forged document
themselves and somehow planted it on his hard drive. See Emil Protalinski, Exclusive: Paul
Ceglia Says Facebook Is Doing The Forgery, ZDNet, Aug. 16, 2011 (Southwell Decl., Ex. I).
Defendants soon exposed this lie as well. With the Court’s permission, they issued a subpoena
to Sidley Austin, which found Ceglia’s emails and the StreetFax Contract on the law firm’s
server, where the documents had resided since 2004. See Stroz Friedberg Report at 18.
The discovery of the authentic StreetFax Contract on Ceglia’s own hard drive and the
Sidley Austin server — attached to emails that Ceglia himself sent in 2004 — brings this case to
an end. These documents are indisputably genuine. They could not have been “planted”
because they have existed since 2004, years before Ceglia emerged from the woodwork with his
fraudulent claims. Indeed, when Defendants discovered the StreetFax Contract and the emails to
Kole on Ceglia’s hard drive, he initially claimed that he sent them in 2004, asserting that they
were privileged communications with his attorney; it was only after this Court overruled his
frivolous privilege assertion and ordered him to produce them that Ceglia did an about-face and
declared, for the first time, that the documents were “planted.” Moreover, forensic examination
has revealed that TIFF images of the StreetFax Contract were uploaded onto Ceglia’s computer
minutes before the emails were sent to Kole — further proving that it could not have been
planted. And the email exchange in the following days between Kole and Ceglia discussing the
StreetFax Contract and the work Zuckerberg was performing for StreetFax is additional,
indisputable proof of authenticity. See Stroz Friedberg Report at 15-17.

3
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There is no need for further analysis. The discovery of the StreetFax Contract proves that
the Work for Hire Document is a forgery and compels the immediate dismissal of this fraudulent
lawsuit.
Separate and apart from the indisputable electronic evidence establishing fraud,
Defendants’ experts have conducted extensive forensic testing on the physical Work for Hire
Document itself. This testing has further confirmed that the Work for Hire Document is a
recently-created forgery. Gerald LaPorte — a world-renowned forensic chemist and document
dating specialist — tested the ink from the handwritten notations purportedly made when the
document was signed in 2003. LaPorte determined that the ink is less than two years old.
See Report of Gerald M. LaPorte (Southwell Decl., Ex. B) (“LaPorte Report”), at 15. Professor
Frank Romano — one of the nation’s leading document authentication experts with more than 50
years in the field — examined the typesetting and formatting of the Work for Hire Document and
reached the same conclusion: Page 1 of the Work for Hire Document is an “amateurish forgery.”
Report of Frank J. Romano (Southwell Decl., Ex. C) (“Romano Report”), at 2. Romano found,
among other things, that page 1 of the Work for Hire Document is printed in a very similar —
but demonstrably different — font than page 2. Id. at 9.
In fact, the Work for Hire Document is a historical impossibility. The origins of
Facebook have been exhaustively detailed and it is widely known that Zuckerberg did not even
conceive of Facebook until around December 2003, making it impossible as a matter of
historical fact that he could have signed a contract in April 2003 giving Ceglia an ownership
stake in the non-existent business. In addition, while page 1 of the authentic StreetFax Contract
refers to “StreetFax, Inc.,” when Ceglia retyped the forged page 1 of the Work for Hire
Document, he mistakenly wrote in “StreetFax LLC” — a careless and devastating error when
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forging a document purportedly signed in April 2003, as StreetFax LLC was not created until
August 2003.
Ceglia’s fraud does not stop there. His Amended Complaint — filed months after he
brought this case — purported to quote from “email” exchanges he claimed to have had with
Zuckerberg. But Ceglia did not attach any emails to his Amended Complaint, and when this
Court ordered him to produce them, it turned out that they did not exist. The so-called “emails”
were actually phony text that Ceglia had typed into backdated Microsoft Word documents.
Forensic examination of these documents revealed Ceglia’s botched attempt at electronic
forgery. See Stroz Friedberg Report at 23-26. The Word documents were created on a
backdated computer — that is, a computer on which Ceglia had reset the system clock to dates in
2003 and 2004, to make it appear that the documents had been created around the time he
claimed to have been emailing with Zuckerberg. But he erred by resetting the system clock to
October 2003 — a date before some of the “emails” contained in these documents were even
allegedly sent. Additionally, when Ceglia typed in the make-believe text purportedly reflecting
the times the emails were sent, he mistakenly entered Eastern Daylight Time, forgetting that
during many of the months in question, Eastern Standard Time was in effect. See id. at 27-28.
That Ceglia’s “emails” quoted in the Amended Complaint are all fakes is further
confirmed by the fact that all purport to have been sent to and from Zuckerberg’s Harvard email
account — yet not a single one exists on the Harvard server. What does exist in the Harvard
account are numerous emails between Zuckerberg, Ceglia, and StreetFax employees concerning
Ceglia’s failure to pay Zuckerberg for his StreetFax work — and Ceglia’s repeated pleas for
forgiveness and his promises to scrape together the money he owed Zuckerberg. The real emails
in Zuckerberg’s account show that Zuckerberg never discussed Facebook or any social
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networking website with Ceglia or his colleagues, and that Ceglia’s story of a purported
“partnership” with Zuckerberg to launch Facebook is a complete fiction. See Declaration of
Bryan J. Rose dated March 26, 2012 (“Rose Decl.”).
The authentic StreetFax Contract was not the only smoking gun evidence found on
Ceglia’s computer. Defendants also discovered seven different versions of the Work for Hire
Document that are very similar (but not identical) to the version attached to Ceglia’s Complaint
— test forgeries that Ceglia had created last year during the course of this litigation. The
metadata for these documents reveal Ceglia’s attempts at backdating and document
manipulation, as he repeatedly created different versions of the document and attempted to
backdate them by adjusting the system clock on his computer. Ceglia also made extensive use of
a hex editor — a program commonly used by electronic forgers that allows a user to edit the raw
data that make up a file in a manner that makes the fraudulent changes to the document more
difficult to detect — in testing the ways he could attempt to modify and manipulate Word
documents without leaving a digital fingerprint. See Stroz Friedberg Report at 41-43.
The overwhelming objective evidence confirms what common sense makes clear: the
Work for Hire Document is a forgery. Ceglia is a convicted felon — a career criminal and scam
artist whose past crimes include stealing retirement funds from senior citizens, forging
government documents as part of a land swindle, and running a scheme to defraud local residents
by tricking them into buying nonexistent wood pellets. He is a grifter and hustler who would not
have “forgotten” for seven years that he was the rightful owner of one of the most prominent
companies in the world. This lawsuit is a shakedown aimed at extorting a fast payoff. Indeed,
after Ceglia filed his Complaint, his lawyers immediately sought a meeting to discuss settlement
— a strategy Ceglia candidly described in his “Lawsuit Overview” document that he used when
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shopping his case to law firms. Southwell Decl., Ex. G. Ceglia has publicly boasted that he
believes he has leverage given Facebook’s upcoming initial public offering. As he said in an
email he sent to the Wellsville Daily Reporter: “You won’t go public Mark [Zuckerberg], you
won’t IPO, you won’t pass go . . . I won’t let you sell this company out from under me not while
I have the power to stop you.” See John Anderson, Ceglia: Facebook planted a fake contract on
my computer, Daily Reporter, Aug. 17, 2011 (Southwell Decl., Ex. H).
This Court should not permit itself to be the instrument of Ceglia’s attempted shakedown.
The Court is not powerless to protect the integrity of its own process and the rights of those that
Ceglia and his co-conspirators seek to victimize. When fraud has been established, as it has
here, nothing requires a court to permit the fraudulent lawsuit to proceed through full discovery
or into summary judgment or trial. To the contrary, the case must be dismissed immediately.
The law is clear. The Supreme Court and the Second Circuit have repeatedly held that
federal district courts have the inherent power to dismiss lawsuits where a plaintiff has submitted
forged documents or is otherwise perpetrating a fraud on the court. See Chambers v. NASCO,
Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 45 (1991) (explaining that “outright dismissal of a lawsuit” under the court’s
inherent authority “is within the court’s discretion”); Shangold v. Walt Disney Co., 275 F. App’x
72, 73 (2d Cir. 2008) (affirming dismissal for fraud on the court because “the defendants
established, by clear and convincing evidence, that [the plaintiffs] submitted fraudulent evidence
to the district court in order to bolster their claim”). Here, of course, Ceglia has done far more
than merely file a forged document — he has based his entire lawsuit on the forgery.
Finally, Ceglia’s egregious misconduct during the course of this litigation provides an
independent ground for dismissal. Ceglia has tampered with and destroyed critical evidence at
the heart of this case, including the Work for Hire Document on which his claims are based.
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While the case was pending, Ceglia created a new physical version of that document — a new
forgery, different from the forgery attached to his Complaint — and he produced that new
version to Defendants’ experts for their physical inspection. Gus Lesnevich, one of the country’s
leading forensic document examiners, concluded that the document Ceglia produced to
Defendants’ experts and the document attached to his Complaint were different when he
compared the handwritten interlineations in the documents and found 20 significant
dissimilarities. See Report of Gus R. Lesnevich (Southwell Decl., Ex. E) (“Lesnevich Report”),
at 3. Those dissimilarities establish that Ceglia created the new version of his forged contract by
tracing the interlineations in the version attached to his Complaint — but he botched his tracing.
Before Ceglia produced his new version of the Work for Hire Document to Defendants’
experts, he also attempted to give that version of the document an artificially aged appearance
and frustrate ink analysis by “baking” it through extended exposure to light, resulting in a
document with faded ink and off-white pages that looks very different from the version that
Ceglia attached to his Complaint. In fact, Defendants’ experts discovered small indentations and
nondiscolored areas at the top of each page — like the tan lines caused by a swimsuit — where
Ceglia appears to have used clothespins or binder clips to suspend the document and expose it to
sunlight. Even Ceglia seems to acknowledge that he went too far, conceding that the Work for
Hire Document “now appears as if someone altered it.” Doc. No. 199 at 8. Given that Ceglia’s
own expert has acknowledged that the document’s appearance was different when he examined
it in January 2011, see Southwell Decl., Ex. P (Aginsky Interrogatories), at 7-8, and given that
the document was in Ceglia’s possession until Defendants’ experts first examined it in July 2011,
there is no doubt about who tampered with it.
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In addition to altering the Work for Hire Document, Ceglia also destroyed six USB
devices containing critical electronic evidence, including files entitled “Zuckerberg Contract
page1.tif” and “Zuckerberg Contract page2.tif” that he stored in a folder labeled “Facebook
Files.” See Stroz Friedberg Report at 49-50. There is no question that his destruction of this
obviously relevant and potentially critical evidence was intentional and in bad faith, given that he
had used three of the six devices while this lawsuit was ongoing. In addition to spoliating the
USB devices, he has twice during this litigation reinstalled Windows on his hard drive —
another common tactic used by electronic forgers — in an attempt to overwrite the data on it. Id.
at 46-48. The prejudice to Defendants is extreme: while there is no way to identify all of the
evidence that has now been lost forever, it is certain that the evidence was very harmful to Ceglia
or else he would not have destroyed it.
Ceglia has also openly and repeatedly defied the orders of this Court. When the Court
directed him to produce the electronic evidence that he had not yet destroyed, Ceglia responded
by instructing his attorneys not to comply with the Court’s orders. His attorneys notified this
Court of their client’s unlawful request and then promptly withdrew from the case. This Court
found that Ceglia had demonstrated “a plain lack of respect” for court orders “which cannot be
countenanced.” Doc. No. 283 at 22. In fact, Ceglia’s contumacious defiance of court orders
continues to this day. Defendants recently learned that he has been concealing the existence of
four email accounts that he has been using, including one entitled getzuck@gmail.com.
*

*

*

Ceglia has abused the judicial process. He is perpetrating a fraud on the Court,
Defendants, and the public. This is a paradigmatic case for dismissal. The Court should exercise
its inherent authority and dismiss this lawsuit with prejudice.
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BACKGROUND
(1)

Facebook Becomes One Of The Most Prominent, Well-Known
Companies In The World.

Mark Zuckerberg conceived of the idea for Facebook around December 2003,
Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶ 11, and launched Thefacebook.com on the afternoon of
February 4, 2004. Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 29-2) ¶ 25; David Kirkpatrick, The Facebook
Effect 30 (2010) (Southwell Decl., Ex. J) (“On the afternoon of Wednesday, February 4, 2004,
Zuckerberg clicked a link on his account with Manage.com. Thefacebook.com went live.”);
Alan J. Tabak, Hundreds Register for New Facebook Web Site, Harvard Crimson, Feb. 9, 2004
(Southwell Decl., Ex. K) (“After about a week of coding, Zuckerberg launched thefacebook.com
last Wednesday afternoon.”).
In the years that followed, Facebook developed into the world’s most popular social
networking website. It is a company that spans the globe and has revolutionized the ways in
which people connect and share with one another. Its growth has been extraordinary:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

February 2004: Thefacebook.com launches
December 2004: 1 million active users
December 2005: 6 million active users
December 2006: 12 million active users
December 2007: 58 million active users
December 2008: 145 million active users
December 2009: 360 million active users
June 2010: 482 million active users

See Facebook, Inc., Registration Statement 46-47 (Am. No. 2 to Form S-1) (Mar. 7, 2012),
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1326801/000119312512101422/d287954ds1a.htm.
Today, Facebook has more than 800 million active users. Id. The company employs more than
3,200 people, and its users spend more than 10.5 billion minutes per day on the site. Id. at 85,
100.
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In April 2003, Long Before Facebook Was Conceived, Zuckerberg
Agreed To Perform Freelance Computer Programming Services As
An Independent Consultant For StreetFax.

In early 2003, while Zuckerberg was a freshman at Harvard University, and long before
he had created or even conceived of Facebook, he responded to an online job listing regarding
the development of a website. Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶¶ 6, 11. He learned that the
project was for a company named StreetFax. Id. ¶ 6. StreetFax provided an on-line database of
photographs of traffic intersections for use by insurance adjustors on its website, StreetFax.com.
Am. Compl. (Doc. No. 39) ¶ 13. Paul Ceglia was Zuckerberg’s primary point of contact at
StreetFax. See id. ¶¶ 15-16; Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶ 7.
On April 28, 2003, Zuckerberg entered into a written contract with Street Fax, Inc., titled
“STREET FAX,” under which he agreed to provide limited website development services for
StreetFax.com. Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶ 7; Southwell Decl., Ex. L (“StreetFax
Contract”). Ceglia provided the StreetFax Contract to Zuckerberg, and he and Zuckerberg
signed it. Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶ 7; Southwell Decl., Ex. L; Doc. No. 241-1. The
StreetFax Contract stated that StreetFax would pay Zuckerberg a total of $18,000 for his
services: “Buyer [Street Fax Inc.] agrees to pay seller [Zuckerberg] the Sum of $3,000 at the
onset of this contract. The Buyer agrees to pay seller $2,000 on the due date of the project, and
upon completion Buyer agrees to pay seller an additional $13,000 US dollars within Thirty days
of delivery of the Final approved program.” See Southwell Decl., Ex. L § 3. Zuckerberg and
Ceglia also signed a second, six-page document on April 28, 2003, titled “StreetFax Back-End
Technical Specification.” Because Ceglia has designated that document as confidential, it is
attached to the Declaration of Amanda M. Aycock dated March 26, 2012, which is being
publicly filed in redacted form.
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The StreetFax Contract did not mention or concern Facebook or any related social
networking service or website. Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶ 9; Southwell Decl., Ex. L.
Zuckerberg did not enter into, and has never entered into, any contract or agreement with Ceglia
or StreetFax concerning Facebook or any related social networking website. Zuckerberg Decl.
(Doc. No. 46) ¶ 10. Indeed, as noted above, Zuckerberg did not even conceive of Facebook until
around December 2003, eight months after the execution of the StreetFax Contract.
Zuckerberg performed his web development work for StreetFax in 2003 and early 2004.
But Ceglia paid Zuckerberg less than half of what he was owed: $9,000 out of $19,500.1 See
Rose Decl., Ex. F. In a series of emails, Ceglia repeatedly acknowledged this debt and begged
Zuckerberg for forbearance as Ceglia scrambled to find funds to pay the amount due. For
example, in a February 16, 2004 email to Zuckerberg, Ceglia wrote:
I can fully understand your frustration and hope that you have felt and feel from
me sincere regret for such huge delays. . . . If there is any way I can assure you
that I have absolutely every intention of paying you what is owed plus some when
we finally catch up to our sales goals it would be appreciated to a level I [can’t]
express in words. After all this time please allow us a little more time to make
things right with you. . . . I will nervously await your reply and hope you can
grant us more time.
Rose Decl., Ex. G.
Ultimately, however, Ceglia never paid Zuckerberg anything more and their
communications soon ended. Zuckerberg last emailed Ceglia in March 2004, and Ceglia sent his
last email to Zuckerberg in May 2004. See Rose Decl., Exs. I, L. Ceglia and Zuckerberg had no
further communication after May 2004.

1

In November 2003, Ceglia had also agreed to pay Zuckerberg to build a separate “scroll
search” functionality for the StreetFax website for $1,500, in addition to the $18,000 that
Zuckerberg was due under the StreetFax Contract. See Rose Decl., Exs. D, F.
12
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In 2010, Ceglia Emerges From The Woodwork And Claims That He
Owns 84% Of Facebook Based On A Fraudulent Contract — The
“Work For Hire” Document.

By June 2010, Facebook had long been the subject of widespread media coverage. The
press had reported extensively on the extraordinary growth that Facebook had experienced since
2004.2 Numerous sources reported that Facebook had been valued in the tens of billions of
dollars and there was widespread public speculation that the company would soon undertake an
initial public offering.3 In addition, there had been numerous reports concerning the 2008
settlement of a lawsuit brought by Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya
Narendra, who claimed partial ownership of Facebook.4 This lawsuit was the subject of a movie
— “The Social Network” — that purported to recount the origins of Facebook and Zuckerberg’s
dispute with the Winklevosses. In June 2010, there was substantial publicity surrounding the
forthcoming release of the movie, which arrived in theaters that October.5

2

See, e.g., Libby Copeland, Click Clique: Facebook’s Online College Community, Wash.
Post, Dec. 28, 2004; Maria Halkias, Stores’ Newest Friend in Sales? Marketers Turn to Social
Networking on Facebook, Dallas Morning News, Dec. 17, 2008; Michiko Kakutoni, Company
on the Verge of a Social Breakthrough, N.Y. Times, June 8, 2010; see also Cerasani v. Sony
Corp., 991 F. Supp. 343, 354 n.3 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (court may take judicial notice of “widespread
newspaper coverage”).
3

See, e.g., James Quinn, Facebook Nears $800m Revenue, Daily Telegraph, June 19, 2010;
On SecondMarket, Facebook Worth More Than Yahoo, Silicon Valley/San Jose Bus. J., June 4,
2010; Kaja Whitehouse, What Is “Face” Value? – New Investment Pegs Zuckerberg’s Site at
$20B, N.Y. Post, May 4, 2010; Claire Cain Miller, For Start-Ups, Late Bursts of Private Cash,
N.Y. Times, Apr. 1, 2010; A Special Report on Social Networking: Global Swap Shops,
Economist, Jan. 30, 2010; Steven Bertoni, How Much Is Facebook Worth?, Forbes, Jan. 18,
2010, at 29.
4

See, e.g., Simon Briggs, Winklevoss Twins Lose Their Facebook Status, Sunday Telegraph,
Apr. 4, 2010; Gawking Over “Clone” Site, N.Y. Post, Feb. 21, 2010; Twins “Face” Future,
N.Y. Post, Dec. 27, 2009; Michael Levenson, Facebook, ConnectU Settle Dispute, Boston
Globe, June 27, 2008; Brad Stone, Valuing Facebook, N.Y. Times, July 4, 2008.
5

See, e.g., The Trailer for “The Social Network,” Dealbook, June 28, 2010; Jay Yarow, Is the
Facebook Movie Going To Be Terrible?, Bus. Insider, June 20, 2010; Christina Warren, First
Poster for “The Social Network,” Mashable, June 19, 2010; Joe Windish, The Social Network:
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In the midst of this widespread media coverage of Facebook’s reported valuation, the
settlements arising out of litigation surrounding the company’s founding and ownership, and the
forthcoming release of “The Social Network,” Ceglia commenced this action in the New York
Supreme Court for Allegany County. On June 30, 2010, he filed a three-page complaint in
which he claimed to own 84% of Facebook. See Compl. (Doc. No. 1-4). The Complaint alleged
that, “[o]n April 28, 2003, [Zuckerberg] and [Ceglia] entered into a written contract, including
but not limited to, [Ceglia] acquiring [a] Fifty Percent (50%) interest in the business of
[Zuckerberg] and Facebook.” Id. ¶ 4. The Complaint also alleged that Ceglia and Zuckerberg
had agreed that, “after January 1, 2004, [Ceglia] would acquire an additional 1% interest in the
business, per day, until the website was completed”; that “the website, thefacebook.com, was
completed and operational on February 4th, 2004”; and that Ceglia had therefore “acquired an
additional 34% interest in the business for a total of eight four percent (84%).” Id. ¶¶ 6-8.
Ceglia attached to his Complaint a document entitled “‘WORK FOR HIRE’
CONTRACT,” purporting to be the contract he signed with Zuckerberg on April 28, 2003 (the
“Work for Hire Document”). Compl., Ex. B. The first page of the Work for Hire Document
states that it “reflects two seperate [sic] business ventures,” the first being Zuckerberg’s work for
StreetFax, and the second being “a website similar to a live functioning yearbook with the
working title of ‘The Face Book.’” Id. § 2. The Work for Hire Document purportedly provides
that Ceglia would pay Zuckerberg $1,000 for Zuckerberg’s development of the StreetFax
website, and would pay Zuckerberg an additional $1,000 for “the work to be performed for ‘The
Page Book.’” Id. § 3. The Work for Hire Document goes on to state that Ceglia would “own a
half interest (50%) in the software, programming language and business interests derived from

The Movie, Moderate Voice, May 17, 2010; Eisenberg, Timberlake Join Social Network, Film J.
Int’l, Nov. 1, 2009.
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the expansion of [‘The Face Book’] to a larger audience,” and that Ceglia would receive an
additional 1% interest “for each day the website is delayed” beyond January 1, 2004. Id. §§ 2-3.
Page 2 of the document contains the signatures of Zuckerberg and Ceglia, and page 1 contains a
handwritten interlineation with the initials “PC” and “MZ.” Compl., Ex. B. All references to
“The Face Book” or “The Page Book” appear on page 1.
When reporters asked Ceglia why he had remained silent for the past seven years
regarding his claim to own 84% of Facebook, Ceglia explained that he had forgotten about the
Work for Hire Document but had fortuitously discovered it when he was looking through his
papers in the wake of his most recent arrest for consumer fraud. See Bob Van Voris, Facebook
Would-Be Owner Says He Owes His Claim To Arrest, Bloomberg.com, Aug. 2, 2010,
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-08-02/facebook-would-be-owner-says-he-owes-claim-toarrest-andrew-cuomo-lawsuit.html.
(4)

When Defendants Make Clear They Will Not Submit To Extortion,
Ceglia Responds By Hiring New Lawyers And Filing An Amended
Complaint With New Allegations And Purported “Emails.”

Ceglia’s lawsuit was nothing more than an attempted shakedown. Days after he filed his
Complaint, Ceglia’s counsel, Paul Argentieri, made clear the true motive behind this lawsuit —
to extract a quick payment. To this end, Argentieri suggested an immediate meeting to discuss
“settlement.” Declaration of Lisa Simpson ¶ 4. Defendants refused, and made clear that they
had no intention of acquiescing to Ceglia’s extortionate demands. After Ceglia tried to keep this
lawsuit out of federal court based upon spurious arguments concerning Zuckerberg’s domicile,
Defendants’ attorneys told Ceglia’s lawyers that the lawsuit was fraudulent and that Ceglia’s
Work for Hire Document was a forgery. In this regard, Defendants’ counsel asked Ceglia’s
lawyers to make the physical Work for Hire Document available for inspection. Ceglia’s
lawyers declined Defendants’ request.
15
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Defendants also made clear in court hearings that “this entire lawsuit is a fraud.” Doc.
No. 34 at 33. And they responded to press inquiries by explaining that Ceglia’s lawsuit is a
“scam” and a “fraud brought by a convicted felon with a well-documented record of scamming
honest people.” See Dan Herbeck, WNYer Loses Bid to Move Facebook Suit, Buffalo News,
Mar. 29, 2011; Dan Herbeck, Court Hears WNYer Suit Alleging Facebook Stake, Buffalo News,
Oct. 14, 2010.
Defendants’ unwavering position that they would not submit to extortion made Ceglia
realize that he was unlikely to get a quick payoff based on his original Complaint. He thus
embarked on a quest to hire new lawyers who might be able to repackage and bolster his
fraudulent claims. To that end, Ceglia’s attorney Paul Argentieri sent a pitch document entitled
“Lawsuit Overview” to “multiple top tier law firms.” Southwell Decl., Ex. G at 3. The Lawsuit
Overview — which Defendants obtained after this Court rejected Ceglia’s attempt to conceal it
through frivolous claims of “privilege” (Doc. No. 208 ¶ 14; Doc. No. 156-2 at 4) — left no doubt
as to Ceglia’s intentions. It compared Ceglia’s claims to the claims asserted by the
Winklevosses, pointedly noting that the Winklevoss lawsuit “settled for a reported $65 million of
shares in Facebook.” Southwell Decl., Ex. G at 5. The Lawsuit Overview mapped out Ceglia’s
strategy to extract a large payment from Defendants through “immediate settlement
negotiations.” Id.
DLA Piper LLP apparently found Ceglia’s pitch attractive and signed on to represent
him. Their team was headed by Robert Brownlie, who had previously worked at the Milberg
Weiss law firm, and was augmented by attorneys from Lippes Mathias Wexler Friedman LLP.
These lawyers filed Ceglia’s Amended Complaint on April 11, 2011. Am. Compl. (Doc. No.
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39). Like the original Complaint, the Amended Complaint attached a copy of the Work for Hire
Document as an exhibit and claimed that Zuckerberg had breached the purported contract.
But the Amended Complaint went well beyond the original version by purporting to
quote what Ceglia alleged were “emails” between Ceglia and Zuckerberg — emails that had not
been mentioned in the original Complaint or at any time during the then nine-month pendency of
the lawsuit. Ceglia also changed his legal theories. He abandoned his claim that he owned 84%
of Facebook, Inc., replacing it with a comparatively more modest, yet still preposterous, demand
for 50% of the shares that Zuckerberg received upon the formation of Facebook, Inc. See Am.
Compl. ¶¶ 3-4 & pp. 23-24. Ceglia also alleged, for the first time, that he had formed a general
partnership with Zuckerberg. Id. ¶ 57. Whereas Ceglia had originally claimed that he signed the
Work for Hire Document in 2003 and forgot about it until 2010, he now claimed that, after
signing the Work for Hire Document, he and Zuckerberg engaged in an intense, months-long
period of creative collaboration during which Ceglia contributed sweat equity to Facebook, along
with many innovative business and marketing ideas — after which they had an emotionally
charged falling out in 2004 and Ceglia forgot about Facebook until 2010. See id. ¶¶ 31-55.
(5)

Defendants Seek Expedited Discovery To Obtain Corroborating
Evidence Of Ceglia’s Fraud In Anticipation Of Filing A Motion To
Dismiss.

On June 2, 2011, Defendants moved for expedited discovery into Ceglia’s fraud. Doc.
No. 45. Their motion was supported by declarations from Zuckerberg and some of the world’s
top forensic experts. Doc. Nos. 46-53. Zuckerberg attested that he did not sign the Work for
Hire Document; that he and Ceglia had signed a contract that only concerned StreetFax and had
never signed any agreement concerning Facebook; and that he did not write or receive any of the
“emails” quoted in the Amended Complaint. Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶¶ 5-14.
Defendants also submitted declarations from leading experts in document authentication and
17
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digital forensic examination. These experts determined that Ceglia’s Work for Hire Document
was an “amateurish forgery,” Romano Decl. (Doc. No. 48) ¶ 16, and that Zuckerberg’s Harvard
email account did not contain any of the alleged “emails” — and in fact contained numerous
authentic emails directly contradicting Ceglia’s made-up version of events. See Rose Decl.
(Doc. No. 47) ¶¶ 7-8 & Exs. D-F.
Defendants also introduced evidence that Ceglia is a professional con artist with a long
criminal history. A comprehensive background investigation conducted by the nationally
renowned investigative firm Kroll Associates, Inc. revealed that Ceglia is a convicted felon with
a lengthy track record of scams and swindles. Henne Decl. (Doc. No. 49). For example, in
2005, Ceglia was arrested in Florida for trespass while trying to sell property in a private orange
grove — property that he did not own — to an elderly couple. Id. ¶ 12. Notably, Ceglia forged
government documents as part of this scheme, which involved the sale of worthless land in
numerous states and foreign countries. Id. ¶¶ 12-15. In 2009, Ceglia was again arrested and
charged with consumer fraud by the Allegany County District Attorney’s Office — and sued by
then-Attorney General Andrew Cuomo — for running another scam in which he purported to sell
wood pellets to local residents for heating purposes, but then kept their money and never
delivered the pellets. Id. ¶¶ 5-8.
Defendants explained to the Court that this lawsuit is Ceglia’s latest scam, and that
expedited discovery would obviate the need for full discovery or further proceedings, such as
summary judgment or trial, because it would “bring this case to an immediate end by
establishing that the purported contract and emails are forgeries.” Doc. No. 45 at 1. Defendants
stated that their “objective [was] to obtain evidence, which [Defendants] would then present to
this Court in support of a motion to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that [Ceglia] is
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committing, has committed and intends to commit a fraud on this Court.” Doc. No. 94 at 29.
Defendants stated that “[t]he integrity of the judicial process is best served by terminating a
fraudulent lawsuit at its inception rather than by permitting the fraud to move forward and
draining more resources from the innocent parties and the Court.” Doc. No. 45 at 19.
On the eve of the expedited discovery hearing, Ceglia’s lawyers at DLA Piper withdrew
from the case en masse, as did his lawyers with the Lippes Mathias firm. Ceglia — represented
by Paul Argentieri and a new lawyer, Jeffrey Lake — consented to expedited discovery. He
claimed that he wanted to “get to the truth as quickly as possible” and that he “wishe[d] to
establish the authenticity of these documents right away.” Doc. No. 58 at 2, 14. Ceglia agreed
that, if expedited discovery demonstrated that the Work for Hire Document was a fraud, there
would be no need for full discovery or any further proceedings. At that point, he acknowledged,
the parties and the Court “should talk about having this case dismissed and moving on.” Doc.
No. 94 at 86-87.
On July 1, 2011, based on Defendants’ showing of “good cause” — i.e., the declarations
and expert reports establishing fraud through the evidence available at that time — the Court
granted Defendants’ motion and ordered expedited discovery. Doc. No. 83 at 1. The Court
ordered Ceglia to produce all original signed versions of the Work for Hire Document, all hard
copies of that document, and all hard copies of the purported “emails” described in the Amended
Complaint. Id. It also required Ceglia to produce the native electronic version and all purported
electronic copies of the Work for Hire Document, the original, native electronic versions and all
electronic copies of the purported “emails” described in the Amended Complaint, and all of his
computers and electronic media. Id. at 2.
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What Defendants and the Court had anticipated would be a brief period of expedited
discovery extended to nearly nine months. The delay was directly and entirely attributable to
Ceglia’s bad faith litigation strategy of stonewalling, concealing and destroying evidence, and
contemptuously defying court orders. The difficulties and delays in securing Ceglia’s
compliance were compounded by his revolving door of lawyers and law firms. Over the course
of the expedited discovery period, five law firms abandoned their representation of Ceglia (DLA
Piper; Connors Vilardo; Lippes Mathias; Edelson McGuire; and Lake APC). Two of his lawyers
withdrew after swearing under oath that Ceglia had ordered them not to comply with the orders
of this Court.
Defendants moved five times to compel Ceglia’s compliance — and this Court granted
all five motions. The Court ultimately imposed sanctions on Ceglia for his willful and bad faith
litigation misconduct, finding that Ceglia had demonstrated “a plain lack of respect” for court
orders “which cannot be countenanced.” Doc. No. 283 at 22.
Despite Ceglia’s obstructionism, the expedited discovery served its purpose. Precisely as
Defendants had predicted, the expedited discovery produced massive amounts of evidence
revealing the fraud, as discussed in detail below.
ARGUMENT
I.

THIS COURT HAS THE INHERENT POWER TO DISMISS THIS
LAWSUIT.
A.

Dismissal Is The Proper Remedy When The Plaintiff Has Perpetrated
A Fraud On The Court.

1.

The United States Supreme Court has held that district courts have the inherent

power to dismiss lawsuits that are based on fraud. See Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. v. Hartford-Empire
Co., 322 U.S. 238, 250 (1944) (a district court is “warranted in dismissing [a] case” once it
“learn[s] of the fraud”); Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 45 (1991) (explaining that
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“outright dismissal of a lawsuit” under the court’s inherent authority “is within the court’s
discretion”).
Indeed, it is “elementary” that “a federal district court possesses the inherent power to
deny the court’s processes to one who defiles the judicial system by committing a fraud on the
court.” Aoude v. Mobil Oil Corp., 892 F.2d 1115, 1118 (1st Cir. 1989). As the Second Circuit
has explained, “[a] court has inherent authority . . . to conduct an investigation to determine if it
is the victim of a fraud, and may impose sanctions, including dismissal, upon determining that
such a fraud has taken place.” Corto v. Nat’l Scenery Studios, No. 95-5080, 1997 WL 225124, at
*3 (2d Cir. May 5, 1997).
The inherent power to dismiss is a long-recognized and critical gatekeeping authority that
protects courts and juries from becoming “mute and helpless victims of deception and fraud.”
Hazel-Atlas, 322 U.S. at 246. “[T]ampering with the administration of justice . . . involves far
more than an injury to a single litigant. It is a wrong against the institutions set up to protect and
safeguard the public, institutions in which fraud cannot complacently be tolerated consistently
with the good order of society.” Id. As Judge Friendly explained, “fraud on the court” is “that
species of fraud which does or attempts to defile the court itself . . . so that the judicial machinery
can not perform in the usual manner its impartial task of adjudging cases that are presented for
adjudication.” Martina Theatre Corp. v. Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., 278 F.2d 798, 801 (2d Cir.
1960) (internal quotation marks omitted). Accordingly, to “protect the sanctity of the judicial
process” and “maintain institutional integrity,” a court may exercise its inherent dismissal power
to “combat those who would dare to practice unmitigated fraud upon the court itself” and
“defend [its] integrity against” such “unscrupulous marauders.” Aoude, 892 F.2d at 1118-19.
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Dismissal for fraud not only punishes the wrongdoer, but serves the court’s institutional
interests by vindicating the court’s authority and “deter[ring] those who might be tempted to
such conduct in the absence of such a deterrent.” Nat’l Hockey League v. Metro. Hockey Club,
Inc., 427 U.S. 639, 643 (1976) (per curiam). Such dismissals also conserve judicial resources
and “achieve the orderly and expeditious disposition of cases.” Link v. Wabash R.R. Co., 370
U.S. 626, 630-31 (1962). Indeed, it would undermine the legitimacy of the judicial system to
permit a plaintiff to continue pursuing a lawsuit that has been shown to be fraudulent.
2.

Dismissal is warranted when the moving party has introduced clear and

convincing evidence of fraud on the court. See Shangold v. Walt Disney Co., 275 F. App’x 72,
73 (2d Cir. 2008) (affirming dismissal for fraud on the court because “the defendants established,
by clear and convincing evidence, that [the plaintiffs] submitted fraudulent evidence to the
district court in order to bolster their claim of copyright infringement”); Aoude, 892 F.2d at 1118
(“A ‘fraud on the court’ occurs where it can be demonstrated, clearly and convincingly, that a
party has sentiently set in motion some unconscionable scheme calculated to interfere with the
judicial system’s ability impartially to adjudicate a matter by improperly influencing the trier or
unfairly hampering the presentation of the opposing party’s claim or defense.”); DAG Jewish
Directories, Inc. v. Y & R Media, LLC, No. 09-7802, 2010 WL 3219292, at *4-5 (S.D.N.Y. Aug.
12, 2010) (dismissing the case because “plaintiff’s forgery has been proven by clear and
convincing evidence”). Indeed, “[t]he federal case law is well established that dismissal is the
appropriate sanction where a party manufactures evidence which purports to corroborate its
substantive claims.” Vargas v. Peltz, 901 F. Supp. 1572, 1581 (S.D. Fla. 1995).
In determining whether a litigant is perpetrating a fraud, a court need not be credulous
and is entitled to bring to bear its common sense. Just because Ceglia has alleged a delusional
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and fantastical scenario does not create a disputed question of fact that must be sent to the jury.
In dismissing the plaintiff’s case for fraud on the court based on his submission of a forged
contract, the Aoude court made clear that a court should exercise “common sense” in
determining whether to terminate a fraudulent lawsuit. 892 F.2d at 1121.
District courts within the Second Circuit and elsewhere have invoked their inherent
power to dismiss — before the case proceeded to summary judgment or trial — upon
determining that the plaintiffs submitted a forged document in support of their claim. For
example, in Shangold, the district court granted the defendants’ motion to dismiss, No. 03-9522,
2006 WL 71672, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 12, 2006), and the Second Circuit affirmed, 275 F. App’x
at 73-74. The plaintiffs had sued Disney and its subsidiaries for copyright violations, basing
their claims on what they said were notes for a movie proposal that they had written years before
the defendants published a book with a similar narrative. The defendants demonstrated that the
notes were fake — they referred to a product not yet on the market at the time the notes were
written — and the court dismissed the complaint as a fraud. Similarly, in DAG Jewish
Directories, 2010 WL 3219292, at *4-5, the court granted the defendants’ motion for sanctions
and dismissed the plaintiff’s lawsuit based on “overwhelming objective evidence” that the
plaintiff had fabricated a document submitted in support of its claim in a way that “could not
have been accidental” — and the plaintiff’s attempts to explain away the evidence of forgery
were “entirely unconvincing.”
There are many similar cases involving dismissal based on a forged document. In the
seminal Aoude decision, the plaintiff attached a forged contract to his complaint. The district
court granted the defendant’s motion to dismiss, and the First Circuit affirmed, describing the
plaintiff’s conduct as “a near-classic example” of fraud on the court. 892 F.2d at 1118; see also
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id. at 1117-22; see also, e.g., Jimenez v. Madison Area Technical Coll., 321 F.3d 652, 655-57
(7th Cir. 2003) (affirming dismissal of suit alleging racial discrimination where the plaintiff had
forged letters and emails containing racially discriminatory language); Pope v. Fed. Express
Corp., 974 F.2d 982, 983-84 (8th Cir. 1992) (affirming dismissal of employment-discrimination
suit where plaintiff submitted note from her supervisor that the district court determined was a
forgery); Combs v. Rockwell Int’l Corp., 927 F.2d 486, 488-89 (9th Cir. 1991); Cerruti 1881 S.A.
v. Cerruti, Inc., 169 F.R.D. 573, 583 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (Mukasey, J.); Vargas, 901 F. Supp. at
1581 (“the intentional misconduct committed by Plaintiff . . . in fabricating evidence justifies
dismissal of this action”); Brady v. United States, 877 F. Supp. 444, 452-54 (C.D. Ill. 1994); Sun
World, Inc. v. Lizarazu Olivarria, 144 F.R.D. 384, 390-91 (E.D. Cal. 1992). In all of these cases,
the district court refused to permit the suit to proceed to a decision on the merits at summary
judgment or trial, and instead dismissed the plaintiff’s complaint or granted a default judgment
against the defendant as soon as the fraud on the court was established.
3.

On December 16, 2011, this Court issued an order asking the parties to “consider

the effect, if any,” of Federal Rule of Evidence 1008 on this motion to dismiss. Doc. No. 272 at
3. Rule 1008 is a component of the Best Evidence Rule and applies only in determining whether
evidence is admissible at trial. It does not apply in the context of a motion to dismiss, and no
court has ever interpreted Rule 1008 to limit a court’s inherent power to dismiss a lawsuit as a
fraud on the court. Indeed, in all of the cases discussed above, the court — not the jury —
determined that the document in question was a forgery and dismissed the lawsuit based on that
determination.
The Southern District of New York’s approach in DAG Jewish Directories is illustrative.
In that case, the defendants argued that the plaintiffs had forged a document they had filed to
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support their claims, and the district court convened an evidentiary hearing and took evidence to
determine whether the document was authentic. 2010 WL 3219292, at *3. After the hearing, the
district court made credibility findings and determined, by clear and convincing evidence, that
the plaintiffs had forged the document and committed a fraud on the court. Id. at *3-5. Based on
its factual findings, the district court exercised its inherent power to dismiss the case. Id. at *5.
The Second Circuit has emphasized a district’s court responsibility to protect the integrity
of its process through its “inherent authority” to conduct investigations “to determine if it is the
victim of a fraud” — and to impose sanctions up to and including dismissal “upon determining
that such a fraud has taken place.” Corto, 1997 WL 225124, at *3. This authority would be
rendered a nullity if, upon determining that a party is perpetrating a fraud on the court, the court
was compelled by Rule 1008 to permit the fraudulent claim to go to a jury. Nothing in the
Federal Rules of Evidence requires such an anomalous and untenable result.
Each of the cases cited in Ceglia’s brief addressing Rule 1008, see Doc. No. 275 at 3-6,
addresses the court’s role in determining the admissibility of evidence under the Federal Rules of
Evidence. This motion to dismiss does not involve questions of admissibility, and a court does
not rule on questions of admissibility when determining whether a party is perpetrating a fraud
on the court by submitting forged documents. That is why, when deciding a motion for
sanctions, the court is not restricted by the Federal Rules of Evidence, see, e.g., Jensen v. Phillips
Screw Co., 546 F.3d 59, 66 n.5 (1st Cir. 2008); Cook v. Am. S.S. Co., 134 F.3d 771, 774-75 (6th
Cir. 1998), but may rely on any materials that “bear indicia of reliability.” Sentis Grp., Inc. v.
Shell Oil Co., 559 F.3d 888, 901 (8th Cir. 2009).
The Court at a prior hearing also raised the question whether judicial fact-finding in the
context of a motion to dismiss for fraud on the court is appropriate. Not only is judicial fact-
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finding appropriate in this context, it is required. That is because, when the Court exercises its
gatekeeping function and dismisses fraudulent lawsuits based on its inherent power, it
necessarily resolves disputed facts. Any other outcome would turn courts into “mute and
helpless victims of deception and fraud,” Hazel-Atlas, 322 U.S. at 246, powerless to prevent
demonstrably fraudulent claims from going to the jury.
B.

Dismissal Is Warranted When The Plaintiff Has Destroyed Evidence
And Engaged In Litigation Misconduct.

District courts also have the power to dismiss lawsuits when a party has spoliated
evidence or committed severe misconduct in the course of litigation. A court may rely upon
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b) or its inherent power as the basis for dismissal. See West
v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 167 F.3d 776, 779 (2d Cir. 1999); Reilly v. NatWest Mkts. Grp.,
181 F.3d 253, 267 (2d Cir. 1999); Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(b); see also Vargas, 901 F. Supp. at 1582
(“Federal courts have the inherent power to dismiss an action for misconduct that abuses the
judicial process and threatens the integrity of that process—including misconduct unrelated to
the merits of the case.”).
Courts regularly impose the sanction of dismissal or default judgment against a party that
destroys critical evidence. For example, in Southern New England Telephone Co. v. Global
NAPs Inc., 624 F.3d 123 (2d Cir. 2010), the Second Circuit affirmed the district court’s entry of
a default judgment against defendants who had “engaged in the willful destruction of evidence”
that was “obviously germane” to the litigation. Id. at 148 (emphasis removed). After the district
court had ordered the defendants to produce their financial records, nearly 20,000 files on a
computer used by the defendants’ financial bookkeeper were “destroyed using a program called
‘Window Washer.’” Id. at 142-43. Similarly, in Gutman v. Klein, the district court entered a
default judgment against the defendants for “the spoliation of crucial evidence on [a] laptop
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computer.” No. 03-1570, 2008 WL 4682208, at *1 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 15, 2008) (magistrate
recommendation), adopted, 2008 WL 5084182 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 2, 2008). Based on preliminary
evidence that the defendants had tampered with the computer, the court in Gutman appointed
Stroz Friedberg to conduct a forensic analysis. 2008 WL 4682208, at *2. Stroz Friedberg found
that numerous files had been deleted from the computer — including files with “names identical
to those marked ‘Privileged’ or ‘Confidential’ on [the defendants’] privilege log” — and that
additional forms of tampering had occurred, such as changing the computer’s system clock and
reinstalling its operating system. Id. at *3-5, 8. The court concluded that a default judgment was
warranted because “the most serious forms of spoliation merit the harshest sanctions, and in this
case, the destruction of evidence was of the worst sort: intentional, thoroughgoing, and
(unsuccessfully) concealed.” Id. at *12.
There are many other cases in which courts have dismissed for similar misconduct. See,
e.g., Leon v. IDX Sys. Corp., 464 F.3d 951, 959 (9th Cir. 2006) (affirming dismissal where
plaintiff’s conduct “amounted to willful spoliation because he knew he was under a duty to
preserve all data on [his] laptop, but [he] intentionally deleted many files and then wrote a
program to write over deleted documents”); Silvestri v. Gen. Motors Corp., 271 F.3d 583, 593-94
(4th Cir. 2001) (affirming dismissal because the plaintiff had spoliated “the vehicle [that] was the
central piece of evidence in his case against General Motors” when he allowed the vehicle to be
repaired before notifying General Motors of his claim); State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v.
Grafman, 274 F.R.D. 442, 447, 450-52 (E.D.N.Y. 2011) (entering default judgment against
defendant who had either “destroyed” or “deliberately withheld” audio recordings of
conversations that went “to the heart of plaintiff’s case” because “[l]esser sanctions would
neither adequately deter nor remedy misconduct of this severity”); Vargas, 901 F. Supp. at 1581-
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82 (“The persistent pattern of misconduct committed by Plaintiff . . . which includes a ‘fraud on
the court,’ fabrication of evidence, perjury, and obstruction of the discovery process, covers the
full range of litigation abuses and warrants dismissal of the present action.”) (internal quotation
marks omitted).
As this Court has recognized, “[d]ismissal is appropriate if there is a showing of
willfulness, bad faith, or fault on the part of the sanctioned party.” Davis v. Speechworks Int’l,
Inc., 2005 WL 1206894, at *3 (W.D.N.Y. May 20, 2005); see also West, 167 F.3d at 779. A
court need not wait for “lesser sanctions” to prove ineffective; if dismissal “is appropriate on the
overall record,” the court must terminate the lawsuit. S. New England Tel. Co., 624 F.3d at 148.
II.

THIS LAWSUIT IS A FRAUD ON THE COURT AND MUST BE
IMMEDIATELY DISMISSED.
The expedited discovery ordered by this Court has confirmed the obvious: the Work for

Hire Document and the purported emails quoted in the Amended Complaint are forgeries. They
were manufactured by Ceglia and/or his co-conspirators for the purpose of extorting money from
Defendants through this fraudulent lawsuit. Because the objective evidence of fraud is far more
than just clear and convincing — indeed, it is overwhelming — the Court should exercise its
inherent power and dismiss.6
A.

The Discovery Of The StreetFax Contract Proves That
The Work For Hire Document Is A Forgery.

Defendants’ forensic experts discovered electronic images of the StreetFax Contract on
the hard drive of Ceglia’s own computer. They were attached to emails that Ceglia sent on
March 3, 2004 from the ceglia@adelphia.net email account to Jim Kole — a lawyer at the

6

Pursuant to the Court’s expedited discovery orders, Defendants’ sworn expert reports cited
herein are attached to the accompanying Southwell Declaration as Exhibits A through F. As a
convenience to the Court, the Southwell Declaration includes a summary of each report at
paragraphs 4-33.
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international law firm of Sidley Austin who was an initial member of StreetFax — at Kole’s
email account at Sidley, jkole@sidley.com. The Sidley firm also produced the same emails and
the StreetFax Contract from the Sidley server, where they reside to this day. See Stroz Friedberg
Report at 11-22.
The discovery of the StreetFax Contract is fatal to Ceglia’s claim. Ceglia and Zuckerberg
agree that they signed a single contract on April 28, 2003. See, e.g., Am. Compl. ¶¶ 21-22;
Ceglia Decl. (Doc. No. 65) ¶¶ 5-8; Zuckerberg Decl. (Doc. No. 46) ¶¶ 7-10. Thus, the StreetFax
Contract and the Work for Hire Document cannot both be real. One has to be a forgery.
Because irrefutable forensic proof establishes that the StreetFax Contract existed in 2004 — and
that Ceglia was emailing it at that time to other members of StreetFax — it is an indisputable
factual certainty that the StreetFax Contract is real and the Work for Hire Document is a forgery.
Indeed, there is no evidence that the Work for Hire Document existed prior to June 2010, when
Ceglia filed his original Complaint and attached a copy of the document as an exhibit.
Even Ceglia has acknowledged the import of the discovery of the StreetFax Contract on
his hard drive and the Sidley Austin server. His only explanation is that Zuckerberg or his
lawyers created a forged document and planted it on Ceglia’s computer. See Southwell Decl.,
Ex. I. There is no evidence remotely supporting this fantastical scenario — and, as shown
below, overwhelming forensic evidence confirms that the StreetFax Contract is the agreement
that Zuckerberg and Ceglia signed in April 2003.
1.

Although Ceglia was ordered to produce all computer hard drives in his

possession, he initially failed to produce his Seagate hard drive. Defendants demanded its
production and ultimately obtained it. When Stroz Friedberg examined the hard drive, they
discovered the StreetFax Contract preserved in two TIFF image files. See Stroz Friedberg
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